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The Torch



PATRICK ADAMS • HEATHER ADLER • TYLER AGNEW • MICHAEL
AHLSTEDT.SEANALLEN.BRIANARCHIBALD.ANTHONYBAGNI.YASMIN

BAIG • CORINNE BAKER • KEVIN BAKER • CHARLES BARACCHINI • STEPHEN
BARBUTO.ANDREWBARRON.JULIEBARROWS«DAVIDBARRY.HEATHERBARRY.

MATTHEWBEAN.PHILLIPBELCHER^KEVINBELL.JENNABELTRAMINI.DAVIDBENDER
•MICHAEL BENDER • KEITH BENVIE • RYAN BERGERON • ANTHONY BERNARD! • CASEY

BETHAY.JAREDBETTERS.NANCYBLOOMQUIST.JENNIFERBORDEN.NICHOLASBOTELHO.
ANDREW BOULEY.JAMESBOWEN. KAREN BOWEN. KENNETH BOYER.ALEXANDRABRADSHAW.

ELIZABETH BRADY* PAUL BRIGGETTE^ KATHLEEN BRODERICK* BRUCE BROWN .MICHAEL BRUSO •

BENJAMINBRYANT.DONALDBULLOCK«ADRIENNEBUMP.AMANDABURKE»MACKENZIEBURKE.MACAELA
BURNET . AMY CAFARELLA • ETHAN CALDWELL • KABRIN CALIRI • JILLIAN CALNAN • ALISON CARBONARA .

VINCENT CAPITA. JESSIECARON .CLINT CARSON. ETHAN CASE.JESSICA CASEY. RYAN CATRAMBONE« ELENA
CERRAI.TANYACHAFE.FAYECHURCHILL
. AMANDA CLANCY . MICHAEL CLARK .

SEANCLARK.ALLISONCLEARY.VICTORIA
CLOYES . KIMBERLY COEN . MICHAEL
COHEN . TRACY COLTER • KRYSTEN
CONBOY . NICOLE CONNOLLY .

CHRISTOPHER CONNORS • MARGARET
CONNORS. ALEXIS CONROY. CHRISTINA
COOK.KEVINCOREY.JONATHANCORLEY
. TODD COSTA . ROBERT COSTANZO .

RONALD COULSTRING . WILLIAM
COVENEY . DENNIS CRAM . HEATHER
CROMWELL . BRIGID CRONIN . PATRICK
CRONIN • COREY CUMMINGS • LYNDSAY
CUMMINGS . CHRISTOPHER CURRIE .

JOSEPH CUSHMAN . LARISSA D'SOUZA .

KATIE DAHLEN . JAMES DAKIN . KELLY
DALTON.JENNIFERDARGIN.STEPHANIE
DAVENPORT . CHRISTOPHER DAVIS .

JESSICA DAVIS. LAURA DAVIS. STEPHEN
DAY . CATHERINE DEALY . CHRIS
DECKELMANN . CJ DEEGAN . GRACE
DENNISON.RYANDEOGBURN.BETHANY
DEOUVEIRA . EMILY DERBY . GARRETT
DEVER.ELIZABETHDIAS.KACIEDIETRICH
.SHAMUSDIGGIN.MICHAELDIGIOVANNI.
STEPHANIE DIGNAN .JASON DOHERTY.
ANTHONY DONNELLY .^ CURTIS
DONNELLY . ASHLEY DONOHUE . SEAN
DONOVAN . DUSTIN DOUCET . LISA

DRUMMEY. LISA DUNSTAN. COURTNEY
DWYER . KERRI EDSON • CURTIS
EDWARDS.DAN1ELEGAN.MICHAELEGAN
• ANGELA ELLIOT . ANGELA ELLIS .

BRENDAN EMBERG . KRISTI EMERSON .

STEPHANIEENEMARK.JULIEANNENNIS.
DANIEL EPPICH . KIMBERLY ERWIN .

JOSHUA EVERETT . ALYSSA FALCO .

MICHAEL FARINA . JENNA FENCER .

MICHAELFENCER.DOMINICFERRANTE.
AINSLEY FEST . JUSTINA FINOCCHI .

ROBERT FIRLOTTE . SEAN FITZGERALD .

JAMIEFLAHERTY.COLLEENFLYNN.SEAN
FLYNN.AMANDAFOLEY.BRENNAFORDE
. CATHERINE FORDE • MATTHEW
FORREST.DANAFOWLER.JEFFREYFOX.
MICHAEL FREDERICKSON . MICHAEL
JAMIE MARCUS . WILLIAM MARSH . JENNIFER MARTIN
MCARDLE . STACY MCAULIFFE . JACK MCCARTHY •

FREER . ROBERT FRIZZELL • CHERYL
FROIO.AMANDAFROST.JESSICAFUCILLO
. IRIS GALLAGHER . DAVID GALLANT .

LINDSAY GARUTI . PHILLIP GAUTHIER .

KRISTIN GERAGHTY . RACHEL
GIAGRANDO . NICOLE GILL . MARCUS
GLYNN . ROBERT GOBELL . NICOLE
GODFREY.DANIELLEGOODINE.KRISTINE
GORDON . MARK GORDON . CHRISTINE
GORMAN . DEBRA GRAHM . KOREY
GRANEY.KiMBERLYGRAY.JACQUELINE
GRIECO . ANDREA GRIFFIN . DANIELLE
GRIMBILAS . EMILY GROTT . ROBERT
GUILFORD . CHRISTOPHER GUILFOY .

SCOTT HAGGERTY . JAMES HALL •

KATELYN HART. NICOLEHART.RACHAEL
HAUDENSCHIELD . MATTHEW
HEALY-BAKER. MONICA HEBERT. KERRI
HEFFEL . CHRISTOPHER HELTON .

KRISTIN HIGGINS • MICHAEL HIGGINS •

DENNISHILL.SHAWNHILLIER.BRYNNE
HOLLAND . JEREMY HOLMAN . MELISSA
HORTON.TARAHOSTN I K.SEANHOWARD
. MICHAEL HURLEY . MARGUERITE
INSOLIA . KRYSTLE JENKINS . JESSE
JENNINGS-RAMPSI . TANYA JEROME .

CAROLINEJOHNSON.JOSHUAJOHNSON.
KATHRYNJOHNSON.JESSICAJOHNSTON
.HARRY JONES. ALYSSA JULIANI. JOHN
JUNIOR.ALUSONKAENEMAN. EDWARD
KAENEMAN . SEAN KANE . KATHRYN
KEELY. MEGHAN KELLY. CHRISTOPHER
KENT . MATTHEW KIDD . KATELIN
KILGALLON . LAUREN KILNAPP . RYAN
KING . STEVEN KLEPPER . JOSHUA
LABRECQUE . MEGHAN LAKIS • SHANNA
LAMBERT . JOSEPH LAMOUREUX .

MEAGHAN LARKIN . NATASHA LAURIA .

DANIEL LAVALLEY . RYAN LAVALLEY .

JASON LEE . PETER LEE . CLIFFORD
LELAND. CHRISTIE LEONARD. ANDREW
LEWIS . ERIC UNDSTROM . DESPINA
LIOUSAS.ADAMLITTLE.JEFFREYLUKER.
JOANNA LYNCH. NICHOLAS MACALUSO.
RYAN MAHONEY . PAUL MALONEY .

DEIDRE MANNING . ALBERT
MARCHIONNE . CATHERINE MARCONI .

SARAH MAURATH . MICHAEL MAYOTT . ANTHONY
KATE MCCARTHY . EMILY MCCOY . HEATHER

MCDONOUGH . JOHN MCGOURTY . KEVIN MCGRATH . KATRINA MCMAHON . SHAYNA MELBERG
THOMAS MELUCCI . GINA MEROLLI . RACHAEL MICHAUD . ERIK MILLER . JAIMIE MUELLER .

MYLES MUELLER . BRYAN MUISE . JESSICA MULHERN . RYAN MULHERN • KATIE MULLIN .

AMANDA MULLONEY . JOHN MURPHY . KELLEN MURPHY . LAUREN MURPHY . KAMI
MUZZI . LIZA NAPOLI • SHELLY NELSON . WILLIAM NELSON . DEREK NERSESSIAN .

BRIAN NEVINS . TYLER NEWELL . JEFFERY NGUYEN . RYAN NICOTRI . LYNDA
NOYES . KELLY O'CONNELL . CAITLIN O'HARA . DAVID O'KEEFE . JARROD
O'LEARY . ALYSSA O'MALLEY . SARAH O'NEIL . STEPHANIE OPACHINSKI .

KIMBERLY ORCUTT . ROBERT ORLANDO .NATHAN PALMER .

TIMOTHY PARKER . ERIC PARKS . MATTHEW PECKHAM .
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Silvii 1 like Regional High School Library

MICHAELSALMON. AMANDA SALVATORE. STEVEN SANDA. SARA SANDERSON. DANIEL SANFORD.
CHARLES SARRO • DOMINIC SARRO • SCOTT SAWLER • TRACY SAWTELLE • JILL SCANLAN . KATELYN

SCHMUTTENMAER • RENEE SCHNEIDER • BRYN SCHOCKETT • RACHELL SCHOLL. HALLIE SCOTT • MARGARET
SELTER«RITASHAFFER.STACIESHEDD.ERINSHEEHY.DANIELLESHERMAN.CRISTENSHUSTER.COLLEENSILVA'
KEVIN SILVEY . MATTHEW SIMEONE. RYAN SIMPSON .APRILSINGLEY. DAVID SJOSTEDT. NATHAN SKERRITT

BRENDAN SKERRY • HEATHER SMITH •

LUCAS SMOLIC • JENNIFER SOLIMINI •

MICHAEL SOUZA • CHARLENE ST CROIX •

JENNIFER ST CROIX • JADE STEFFY •

NICOLESTONE.JEFFREYSTOWELL.LUKE
SULLIVAN • TIMOTHY SULLIVAN • TODD
SULLIVAN • ANDREW SYRIALA • SARAH
TANNENBAUM • ADAM TAYLOR • BRIAN
TAYLOR . GREGORY TEICH • DEANNA
TEMPRO . DAVID THOMPSON • CHARLES
TINKHAM • ALEXANDER TODOROVIC •

SHAUN TORREY • EMILY TYLER • MARK
UHLAR • LYNSEY VACCHINO • SEAN VAN

ADRIENNE BUMP. AMANDA BURKE«
MACKENZIE BURKE. MACAELA BURNET Library

. AMY CAFARELLA . ETHAN CALDWELL.
,
... Renional High SchOOl

KABRIN CALIRI • JILLIAN CALNfiiJVQT Lake
Hegiui.^ a

ALISON CARBONARA • VINCENT CAPITA Kingston, MA U^oot

. JESSIE CARON . CLINT CARSON .

ETHAN CASE • JESSICA CASEY . RYAN
CATRAMBONE . ELENA CERRAI . TANYA
CHAFE . FAYE CHURCHILL . AMANDA
CLANCY . MICHAEL CLARK . SEAN
CLARK . ALLISON CLEARY • VICTORIA
CLOYES . KIMBERLY COEN . MICHAEL
COHEN . TRACY COLTER • KRYSTEN

RIPER . STACY VARITIMOS • STEPHANIE
VARLEY.KAITLYNVITTORINI.ALISONVU.
CARRIE WAGNER . CRYSTAL WALETT •

ROBERT WALSH . JEFFREY WARNER .

EVANWEBER.KEVINWHEALAN.HILLARY
WHITE.TROYWHITMAN.DEREKWIGMAN
. NICOLE WILLIAMSON . KELLIE
WITHERELL • HEATHER WITTERMAN .

MITCHELL WOJTASINSKI . CHRISTINE
WOLL . LINDSAY WOODS . SCOH
WOODWARD. WILLIAM WOOL.REBECCA
YEATON.EMMAYOUNG.LINDSAYYOUNG
. JOHN ZAGRODNY . KYLAH ZEOLI .

LINDSEY ZINKEVICZ . PATRICK ADAMS .

HEATHER ADLER . TYLER AGNEW •

MICHAELAHLSTEDT.SEANALLEN.BRIAN
ARCHIBALD. ANTHONY BAGNI.YASMIN
BAIG .CORINNE BAKER • KEVIN BAKER .

CHARLES BARACCHINI . STEPHEN BARBUTO . ANDREW BARRON .

JULIE BARROWS . DAVID BARRY • HEATHER BARRY . MATTHEW
BEAN . PHILLIP BELCHER . KEVIN BELL . JENNA BELTRAMINI .

DAVID BENDER .MICHAEL BENDER . KEITH BENVIE . RYAN
BERGERON . ANTHONY BERNARDI . CASEY BETHAY .

JARED BETTERS . NANCY BLOOMQUIST . JENNIFER
BORDEN . NICHOLAS BOTELHO . ANDREW BOULEY
. JAMES BOWEN . KAREN BOWEN . KENNETH BOYER .

ALEXANDRA BRADSHAW . ELIZABETH BRADY . PAUL
BRIGGETTE . KATHLEEN BRODERICK . BRUCE BROWN .

MICHAEL BRUSO . BENJAMIN BRYANT . DONALD BULLOCK .

CONBOY . NICOLE CONNOLLY .

CHRISTOPHER CONNORS . MARGARET
CONNORS . ALEXIS CONROY
CHRISTINA COOK . KEVIN COREY
JONATHAN CORLEY . TODD COSTA
ROBERT COSTANZO . RONALD
COULSTRING . WILLIAM COVENEY
DENNIS CRAM . HEATHER CROMWELL
BRIGID CRONIN . PATRICK CRONIN
COREY CUMMINGS . LYNDSAY
CUMMINGS . CHRISTOPHER CURRIE
JOSEPH CUSHMAN . LARISSA D'SOUZA
KATIE DAHLEN . JAMES DAKIN . KELLY
DALTON . JENNIFER DARGIN
STEPHANIE DAVENPORT
CHRISTOPHER DAVIS . JESSICA DAVIS
LAURA DAVIS . STEPHEN DAY
CATHERINE DEALY • CHRIS
. BETHANY DEOLIVEIRA . EMILY DERBY .DECKELMANN . CJ DEEGAN . GRACE DENNISON . RYAN DEOGBURN

GARRETT DEVER . ELIZABETH DIAS . KACIE DfETRICH . SHAMUS DIGGIN . MICHAEL DIGIOVANNI

STEPHANIE DIGNAN . JASON DOHERTY . ANTHONY DONNELLY • CURTIS DONNELLY . ASHLEY
DONOHUE . SEAN DONOVAN . DUSTIN DOUCET . LISA DRUMMEY . LISA DUNSTAN . COURTNEY
DWYER . KERRI EDSON • CURTIS EDWARDS .DANIEL EGAN . MICHAEL EGAN • ANGELA

ELLIOT . ANGELA ELLIS . BRENDAN EMBERG . KRISTI EMERSON . STEPHANIE ENEMARK
. JULIEANN ENNIS . DANIEL EPPICH . KIMBERLY ERWIN . JOSHUA EVERETT .

ALYSSA FALCO . MICHAEL FARINA . JENNA FENCER . MICHAEL FENCER .

DOMINIC FERRANTE • AINSLEY FEST . JUSTINA FINOCCHI . ROBERT
FIRLOTTE . SEAN FITZGERALD . JAMIE FLAHERTY . COLLEEN FLYNN .

SEAN FLYNN . AMANDA FOLEY . BRENNA FORDE . CATHERINE
FORDE . MATTHEW FORREST • DANA FOWLER .JEFFREY FOX
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Gordon Noseworthy - Superintendent

Congratulations to each of you in achieving this most significant

milestone in your lives as you graduate from Silver Lake Regional

High School. Your diligence and determination will be rewarded

as you enter a new world of opportunity. In my short time of

getting to know you, I have discovered a huge pool of talent. It

is truly inspiring. That combined with the skills and knowledge
nurtured by your teachers and supported by your parents will be

the springboard for the goals you have set in the years ahead. I

wish you continued success with the prospect of great things to

come for each of you in a world that you as future citizens will

mold and care for. My heartiest best wishes to each of you.

Robert Hodge - Asst. Superintendent

Class of 2003-

As you approach graduation, one of many crossroads of life, I

am confident that the education you have received at Silver Lake

Regional High School has prepared you to make responsible

decisions regarding your future endeavors. It is my hope that

you continue to value the importance of lifelong education,

whether your learning comes from the classroom, a workplace,

or the military. 1 wish each graduate a future filled with success

and happiness.

Richard J. Kelley - Principal

i^^^^^l

Congratulations to the Class of 2003! As children of the 1980's, I am sure

that you remember playing Rainbow Brite, Troll Dolls, Transformers, and

GI Joe. You probably enjoyed watching Punky Brewster, the Cosby Show,

Big Bird and Mister Rogers on TV. The toys you played with as a child

have changed as have television viewing habits. You have also changed

as a person. I hope that in addition to the knowledge you have gained as

a student here at Silver Lake Regional High School, you have also learned

to make good decisions, to be trustworthy, and to be kind to each other. I

trust that you have learned to celebrate diversity, show civic responsibil-

ity and to keep trying, even if you falter. Think outside the box and don't

do somehting only because that's the way it's always been done. I wish

each of you happiness, good health, and safety as you leave Silver Lake.

You have a great deal to offer...so share your talents with the world.

2 Administration



J. Edward Dunn - Assistant Principal

In the ancient world, hccauso there were so tew, crossrt)cKls

became a symbol tor major events, decisions, or changes in the

journey of lite. I'iie course of a life was easily traced.

In our modern \vi>rld we encounter crossroads each time we
venture out for e\en the briefest walk. Each day, we make
numorous small decisions that shape the larger frames of our

lives. The course in life is not always so clear.

I hope that your education at Silver Lake has enabled you to

make the right decisions. As you pass through the crossroad that

graduation brings, lengthen your stride, set your goals high, and

always keep learning.

I

Luci D. Record - Assistant Principal

To the class of 2003,

When you graduate from Silver Lake, you will be at the cross-

roads of your future. Some of you will attend college, others will

serve our country in the military, and others will begin their

careers in the workforce. Whatever your choice, make the most

of your potential. As Eleanor Roosevelt once stated, "The future

belongs to those who believe in the beauty of their dreams."

Take the lessons you have learned from your dedicated teachers

and caring parents and believe in your dreams and yourself. I

wish you a future filled with success and happiness.

Paul Vieira - Assistant Principal

Once again you come to a crossroad in your life. How-
ever, this time the choices that you have to make are

greater...work, military, college, or "What am I going to

do?" I hope that whatever road you choose, it will bring

you success and happiness.

Administration 3



Dedication
Mr. Norman Mitchell

Mr. Mitchell has been a

physics teacher here at

''The Lake'' for 28 years.

His enthusiasm and pas-

sion for his subject is evi-

dent from the minute you

step foot into one of his

classes.

On behalf of the many
students that you have

inspired and

enlightened over your

years of teaching, we
would like to thank you
Mr. Mitchell. May you

continue to challenge and

stimulate young minds

for many years to come!

4 Dedication
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Director of Occupational

Programs

m
Science

Acting Foreign Language &
Social Studies

English and Reading

Physical Education, Student

Activities, Health and
Athletics

Computer Education and

Mathematics

Acting Art, Family &
Community Service,

Industrial Technologies and
Music

-V Ms. Aurt'lla Levesque

Mr. Stephen Nestor

•i Mr. Wendell Cerne

Mr. Richard Warnock

Dr. Leo Egan

Mr. William Johnson

Mrs. Paula Sennett

Mr. Richard Tutle

Department Coordinators 5



Faculty and Staff

DeCristofaro

M. Meyer

J. Napolitano

T. von Trotta

M. Boulrisse

R. Govoni

R. lovanna

K. McSweeney
R. Osgood
M. Shultz

J.
Thompson

B. Anti

N. Boucher

S. Crowley

P. Curtis

D. Deegan

W. Donovan
K. Drane

L. Dunay
C. Farricy

E. Goldberg

R. Kubek
T. Macdonald

H. Magliano

A. Mrowka

) Art, Business, and English



Faculty and Staff

M. Mulriu

A. O'Connor
A. Rizzilano

S. Robertson

K. Saniuk

J.S. Turley

J. Kelly

J. Madden
D. Wadsworth
K. Fahey

S. Garuti

B. Hines

M. Jacobson

M. Jordan

L. Kafrawy

J. Maloney

D. McCarthy

S. Myr
A. Tassinari

J. Whelton

C. Woodhouse
L. Ashby
M. Lopes

J. Warnock

J. Condon

English, Family and Consunier Studies, Foreign Language, Health, Library 7



Faculty and Staff

G. Black

D. Murray
M. Piwarunas

R. Scott

A. BloomquisI

C. Brown
K. Brown
D. Butler

P. Consolati

M. Duffy

E. Flaherty

L. Gould

W. LaVangie

J. Mclntire

V. Mahtesian

B. Mosher
D. Nicol

L. Pelley

C. Rioux

K. Sawyer

T. Stasiuk

J. Wood
K. DePasqua
D. Kaminski

R. Boulrisse

i Industrial Tech., Math, Music, Phys. Ed.



Faculty and Staff

S. Evans

C. S. Fry

L. Maynard
L. Medciros

B. Cotter

K. Coviello

T. Coyle

L. DePatto

J. Dixon

K. Doehling

S. Kaszanek

J. Mannix
D. Marble

L. McAuliffe

A. Melville

N. Mitchell

N. Poole

F. Pruyn

G. Shetler

M. Stanghellini

J. Walsh
F. Watson
D. Battista

S. Blette

W. Bystrom

Phys. Ed., Science, Social Studies 9



Faculty and Staff

J. Darche

J. Doyle

W. Dries

S. Fernandez

M. Fogarty

E. Gallagher

S. Giambanco
A. Howell

L. Hunt
K. LeClair

S. Martin

A. Pina

L. Place

D. Rix

J. Schweer

D. Tavares

K. Cashin

M. Gazzola

P. Gillespie

J. Goggin

K. Lane

J. Malone
M. McSweeney-Martin

D. Pejouhy

C. Fiwarunas

10 Social Studies, Special Needs



Faculty and Staff

D. Rafferty

M. Agostini

D. Arscnaull

M. Batchclor

I'. F.rving

F. Gilbert

M. Grady

J. Hathaway

J. Lunny

J. Medeiros

D. Moore
D. Nielsen

B. Pimental

R. Powell

L. Rohr

A. Ruffini, Jr.

P. Simpson
K. Wilson

S. Bell

D. Brown

R. Carrigan

R. Donohue
M. Gilchrist

R. Laughlin

C. Martin

Special Needs, Career & Tech., Guidance 11



TeodKery Cn/Acttcyn/
Mr. Goggin, Mr.

Bystrom and Mr
Donovon

L. Armstrong J. Dart

12 Guidance, Information Specialist, Nurse, Secretaries

M. Hull B. Lewis D. Messier



No Photo
Available

S. MoiK'\ pt'iiin K. St.l'icrri C. ArsLMiciull J. BoniiL'N K. ComLTon

No Photo
Available
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p. Guilford L. Janliola

C. Marsh M. Martin D. Mazzola M. Petrosevich J. Shea

No Photo
Available

p. Higgins S. Mosca

G. Doucette

J. Laniewski

K. Tiemev

R. Armstrong D. Bond M. Pomella K. Sih-a

Discipline Alternative Education Athletic Trainer School Officer
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Secretaries, Aides, and Support Staff 13



Ahh...The Good Old Days.

14 Facult
^^' ^S'^"' ^^- Johnson, Mr. Kelley, and Mr. Giambanco Mr. Rizzitano



Look How They Have Changed...

Mr. Sawyer

Madame Maloney

Ms. Depasqua Mrs. Crow le Faculty 15



Custodians and Cafeteria

Ladies

^v53jiis^^,„..Hi^.. ,-
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The Road Not Taken

Two roads diverged in a yellow wood.

And sorry I could not travel both

And be one traveler, long I stood

And looked down one as far as I could

To where it bent in the undergrowth;

student Life 17



Then took the other, just as fair.

And having perhaps the better claim.

Because it was grassy and wanted wear;

K'<'
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Though as for the passing there

Had worn them really about the same.
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An^ both that morning equally lay

In leaves no step had trodden black.

Oh, I kept the first for another day!
20 Student Life



Yet knowing how way leads on to way,

I doubted if I should ever come back.

Student Life 21
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THM^W^HOUSE
RESTAURANT & BAKERY

PRIKCiPAL

I shall be telling this with a sigh

Somewhere ages and ages hence:

Two roads diverged in a yellow wood, and I-

I took the one less traveled by.

And that has made all the difference.

--Robert Frost
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Senior Barbeque

Seniors Ethan Caldwell, Mike Souza, Sean Walsh, Mike Bruso and Liic

Lindshom chow down on some hannburgers and chips.

Above: Jenna Beltramini, John Zagrodny, Jill

Calnan, Derek Wigman, Dan Platz & Ryan King

kick off the year with a senior pyramid.

Left: Steve Sanda, Eriii Sheehey, Rita Shaffer, Tyler

Agnew, Nancy Bloomquist, Lauren Kilnap, Greg

Teich, VIcki Cloyes, Tilly Fleckenstein, Mike

Frederickson and Erica Polleys enjoy some quality

time out of class.

Lynsey Vacchino, Tara Hostnik, Nancy
Bloomquist, Chef Liz Brady and Brittany

Riley share the senior love.

24 Student Life

The class of 2003 preps for the year ahead at the senior barbeque.



Seniors soak up the sun in tiie field during the

barbeque.

"The guys"smile for the camera as they prepare to take

on their senior year.

t>L^;:5 Scott Woodward, Sean Clark, Kellen

' Murphy, Pat Cronin, Scott Sawler,

Scott Haggerty, Marcus Glynn, Nate

Skerrit, Sean Kane, Cliris Curry, Jack

McCarthy, Chris Guilfoy, and Sam
Rothaar break out the pyramid.

athleen Broderick, Deanna Tempro,
leather Witteman, Lindsey

inkevicz, Kacie Dietrich, Jen Martin
nd Rachel Haudenschield pose for

\e camera.
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Spirit Week 2002
Spirit Week is an annual fall tradition here at "The Lake". Each day of the week
has a designated theme to which the students and staff come to school in

costumes, both conservative and crazy. This year the Spirit Week days were

Class Color Day, Clash Day, Animal Day, Decade Day, and Red and Gray Day.

The Friday of each Spirit Week a pep rally is held to celebrate the fall sports

teams. Each varsity team participates in the rally, putting on a short skit, or

performing a short dance. It is a time for the coaches and players to be

introduced to the school.

26 Student Life



rhc Saturday of Spirit Week is the much anticipated Homecoming Game. This

:^ame is attended by Silver Lake students, faculty, and alumni ready to watch and

support the Laker's football team as they combat their opponents on the gridiron.

Ihis year, the Lakers fought their way to victory, defeating the tough Rockland

Btilldogs. The football game is not the only exciting event on the field, however.

!\t halftime, each class presents their homecoming float in the annual parade. It

iS an extremely competitive contest, each class hoping to come away with top

lonors. The grand finale to the day is the Homecoming Dance, where many Laker

students get dressed to the nines and dance the night away. The following pages

^ive a small glimpse of the fun had that week...
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Homecoming Game 2002

Above: Seniors Emily McCoy aka Nelly and
Andrew Bouley aka Lord of the Dance .

Right: The Lakers line up before the action

begins.

Above: Greg

Teich leads the

senior class onto

the field with the

float in tow.

Above: Mr.

Viera and his

son watch the

? Homecoming
game intently
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The senior crew for the 2003 float stops preparations to pose for the camera.



The 2002 Homecoming brought the surprising win over the senior class by the sophomore class

with their "Willy Wonka" Float. The seniors took third with their "Austin Powers/Just Have A

Good Time" Float. The juniors and their "Spiderman" Float took second, while the freshman

with a "101 Dalmations" Float took fourth place.

•f

mmi
AJ?l9^

Top Left: Senior girls Shayna Melburg,

I
en Martin, Cheryl Froio, Andrea Griffin

and Kristin Geraghty are looking groovy

on the senior float.

'
W'l ^*-'P ^§ht: Kate Schmuttenmaer and

Katie Petrillo lead the float onto the field

^'' with some senior spirit.

Left: Football captains Denis Hill and

Billy Coveney enter the field ready to

' play the Fiomecoming Game.

^ed by Liz Brady, the seniors do their

)wn interesting rendition of Cotton

^ye Joe during their float perfor-

nance.
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2003 Homecoming Dance

Seniors Greg Teich and Liz Brady took home the

thrones of Homecoming King and Queen

Maggie Connors, Lindsay Garuti and Kabrin Caliri enjoy

their last high school Homecoming dance.

The junior girls dance the night away.

The 2003

Homecoming
Court:

Chrissie

Gorman, Billy

Coveney,

Andrew
Bouley, Emily

McCoy...

30 Student Life

Seniors Kerri Heffel & Sarah O'Neill and their boys smil(

I
II 111! I mora

... Dan Platz

Liz Brady,

Greg Teich,

Steve Sanda

Kate

Schmuttentn£

& Tara Hostr



L sophomores take a moment to strike a pose for the camera.

'Aght: Russ Waterhouse and Caitlin Ledwell of student council get

eadv to head back out to the dance floor.

Above left: A view from the top-

seniors Katie Petrillo, Liz Brady,

Chrissie Gorman, Andrew Bouley

and Emily McCoy.

Above right: The freshman girls

pause from the dancing to smile.

Left: These girls are having a super

time.
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On Saturday October 26, 2002, the senior class took a boat cruise on the Odyssey around

Boston Harbor. On the cruise, the students were given appetizers, dinner, dessert, and a night

of dancing and fun with friends. Dinner included turkey, pasta, potatoes, apple crisp and so

much more. Although the class had one floor exclusively designated for Silver Lake, the

various boat decks were open to all people aboard the cruise. Some braved the cool night to

see the fantastic views of Boston Harbor.

Liz Brady and Emily McCoy take a

break from the dance floor to grab a

drink.

Vicki Cloyes and Mike Frederickson switch it up a

bit and strike a pose for the camera.

Erica Polleys, Vicki Cloyes, Jenn Ricci,

Steve Sanda, Lisa Peterson and Nancy
Bloomquist survive the cold outside on one

of the decks.
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Above: Steve Sanda, Liz Brady, Kristin

Geraghty and Emily McCoy show their

American pride on the deck.

Left: Liz Brady, Katie Petrillo, Andrew
Bouley, Emily McCoy and Mike
Frederickson take cover from the biting

wind.

Smile! Vicki Cloyes, Lisa

Peterson, Elena Cerrai, Tara

Hostnik, Nancy Bloomquist,

Jenn Ricci and Erica Polleys

dance the night away aboard the

cruise.
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0^tce(ut ^/ui^dJcutd Silver Stars Drama Club Fall Productior

^^^^^^^^^^K 'VV^ _^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^|

^^^^^^v ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^H

^^^jL ^ ^gHHgm

wi '^^Bk 1^1
Peter Kane Expresses his love to

Maureen Bates

The cast singing in the tropical night.

Left: The inhabitants of the

island strike a pose around

Maureen Bates as the grown-uj

Ti Moune.

Below: Young Ti Moune,

Victoria Thornsbury belts out

her lines on stage.

Left: The Island

Gods, Stephanie

Dignan, Melissa

Endres and

Steve Sanda,

cast their spells. ^',
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bove: Lindsay

aruti sings her

ight: Maureen

ates makes a deal

^ith the God of

)eath, Steve Sanda

lelow: Stephanie

)ignin and Lind-

ay Garuti bring

he house down

Above: Mother Earth, Stephanie

Dignin, saves Victoria

Thornsbury

Left: Pater Kane at the

ball
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Winter Semi-formal
1

Mike Frederickson strikes an

interesting pose.

i

Alyssa Juliani and her date

smile at each other while dancing.

This group greets the camera with a

smile before going into the dance.

Katie O'Connell and Vinny Carita

smile for the camera.
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Emily McCoy and Andrew Bouley

strike a pose for the camera.

Andrea Griffin smiles for the camera

while her friends make interesting

faces behind her!

P.(^

Chrissie Gorman and Emily McCoy dance like

they have never danced before!

Tara Hostnik looks like she is enjoying

herself as she grooves to the music.

Allison Cleary, Michelle Woodford, Kelsey Caliri, Hannah

Rappalee, Chrissie Gorman &Monica Hebert pose for the

camera.
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Pizza Night At L/NO';

After diving into the treasury

for the Odyssey trip, the

Senior Class scrambled to

make ends meet and to in-

volve more of the class in

fund-raising. Pizza night at

UNO's was chosen by the

class for a major fund-raiser.

The night was a success as

many students from Silver

Lake stopped in for a bite to

eat throughout the night.

^vtss.jj-tiN «isy3f!..a^N)r. f <i<5i;i
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Breakfast with an Expert
^^^^^^^B^> 3

'

^^^^ij^^^'Vv '^7'^^

u;^
l^.f^^^M K.^'S
r ^ V'^ ^H/Ij^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^HHH

Thi' bn'oktast witli dn (.'xpoil liirgoled stiieli'iils who wltu inlcrL'slc'd in

health professions. The program was very realxed and informal. Coffee,

juice, and a little snack was served as students chatted with the various

experts. The experts gave some background informations about their job,

entry requirements, positives and negatives, and the students were
encouraged to ask questions. This was all organized by Mrs. Brown, who
is the career counselor.
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Classroom Candids
Throughout four years in high school, we spend six hours a day, five days a week, for thirty-sb

weeks in class. That is about 4, 320 hours of learning. It is what we learn in these classes, from ou

knowledgeable teachers, that provides us with a solid foundation for our future. Some of us will

go on to become doctors, lawyers, political leaders, teachers, truck drivers, carpenters, electricians

plumbers, and much, much more. The one thing that we all have in common is that no matter

which road we choose to take, it is what we have done in that 4, 320 hours of learning that has

made it all possible. The following pages are dedicated to showing some of what goes on in the

classrooms here at Silver Lake.

GVASSe^
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That's Life At the Lake!
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Seniors As Underclassmen
/

Skinny, fat, short, and tall

We're the clasis that's gone through it all

Different years at a different age.

To see how we've changed- turn the page!

\
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Seniors as Freshmen

Mike and Lauren stop in the hall

to pose for a picture.

These two couples look so cute together!

Caitlin, Nicole and Alex have some fuii

dressing up for Halloween as hockey

players.

Happy as can be are Cheryl and Stacey!

Kacie, Colleen, Lisa, Vicki and Rachel enjoy the spotlight at Homecoming

56 Seniors as Freshmen

Heather and Jen taking a break

from a rough day at basketball

camp.



Post Homecoming dance get-together tor the girls
Rock on Erin and Brittany!

The girls work it to pump the

crowd up for the Freshmen class

, , 1: ::^ . i !

Tanya and Jaimie ready for

whatever the night brings to them
jff ^

Sara, Meghan, and Shelly :

their tongues

w -i:^^^H|HB|^HHK

^^i^MMjIl^^m ^Jf*^ ^^^^^

^P^^^Bh^M ^Bl "'^^r^x

HKji^^^^^^
^^^^^^^^l^^Hr!
^^^^Hj^^^K ^P!^Br"'' ^w'^

jOE'P ^

t,._....^.iMB

^^^^^^D^rii^^* .^?^S3HB'

The girls celebrate a birthday with matching

smiles!

Kelly and Bruce smile wliile walking the halls in school
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Tyler and Mike take a break from studying.

The girls enjoy a nice day at the beach.

^H^-^

All geared up and ready to show SL fans which

class has the most school spirit

Kristin and

Danielle show
their school

spirit by smiling

for the camera.

Kabrin and Jill - could one of

them be the next American

Idol?

58 Seniors as Sophomores

Flashback from the past - Kev and Sara dress

up for 80's day

Alex and Nicole snuggle up
to one another

Ryan and Derek laugh it up at

the lunch table



^^^^^V '*

!

JBi.

Sophomore Social
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Junior Prom
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Junior Prom King and Queen

Andrew and Alex

|P!I 1^^^\ l^^M^^^H
^V'vyV^HI
^p- t 1
^^^^^^ ^^L ^B ^H ^

^^^^^^>^=^^^^jf«l ^^u J ^^^H^^^^^^E^^^^^^M^^^H ^^Hft M ^^^^H

^^^'^W' J Wk-
'^Wf
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Class of 2003
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Tara Hostnik, Liz Brady, Steve Sanda, Emily McCo\- and Stacy McAuliffe

Dear Class of 2003,

We finally made it! It seems like onh' yesterday we \vere ^valking through the halls of Silver Lake as

iny, unknowing freshman mar\elirig at the world of seniors who seemed eons older. We've gone from

he "loser cruiser" to the parking lottery, from learning how to write an essay to applying to college, from

he walk-jog to marching down the aisle at graduation. Now it's our time, when the place that has al-

owed us to grow and learn sends us off into the real world. Some of us are headed to college, some to

he military, some straight to the work force and others may not be sure yet. But one thing is certain,

ve'U never forget our incredible four years together at the Lake.

The Homecoming floats, the proms, the football games, and the unforgettable nights we spent ^\ith our

riends. There's no doubt we've made plent}' of memories, some that will live on forever and some that

ve'd rather forget. Yet we've learned from our experiences and with the help of an amazingly talented

ind caring staff. Silver Lake has prepared us for a whole new life. The simple aspects of high school life

lave given us the tools necessar\' to succeed in life. Tardy bells have taught us the value of quickness and

he 112 hallway has shown us how to battle through barriers to reach our goals. WTien half the doors

vere locked at the beginning of the year, we learned to be skillful and find shortcuts or used the art of

persuasion to have someone open the door for us an}'v\'ay. WTien homeroom ^vas taken a^vay, we learned

he art of time management and how to actually do our homework on time.

Through the good times and the bad, through the victories and the scandals, the Class of 2003 has

;hown that we're ready for whate\'er the world has to thro^v at us. With an array of talents from the

:ourt to the classroom, the stage to the store, I'm confident that our class will have a bright future. I

<now, for me, these four years have flown by. As Ferris Bueller said, "Life moves prett}' fast. If you don't

;top to look around once in a while, you could miss it." My time at Silver Lake, the teachers who wiU

lever know how much they influenced my life, and the friendship and support of my class, have taught

yie to do just that. Treasure all the time vou ha\-e, e\-ery experience you endure, ever\' person you meet.

Learn from your ordeals and don't dwell on those things you cannot change. Never forget your dreams,

-lever forget your goals but most of all, never forget the good times. It's been craz\- guys! The best of luck

to you all.

Sincerely,

Liz Brady

President Class of 2003
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Patrick Adams

Heather Adler
"In a world full of cheerios, be the

fruitloop!"

A whole bucket-load of thanks and

I love you's to all my family and

friends.

Tyler Agnew
"Patience and perserverance have

.

magical effect before which diffi

culties disappear and obstacles van

ish." -J. Q. Adams

Thanks Mom, Dad, Ryan, Brandor

and friends.
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Michael G. Ahlstedt
"It is not in the stars to hold our

destiny, but in ourselves."

Thanks to my mom, my dad, and

my brother Brian for always being

there for me. You're the best.

Sean Allen
Live life, don't let life live you.

Brian A. Archibald
"They say a person needs just thre

things to be truly happy in thi

world. Someone to love, somethin

to do, and something to hope for.

Thanks to everyone who has bee

there for me when I needed it th

most.



Anthony A. Bagni
"If your time to you is worth saving,

then you better start swimming! Or

you'll sink like a stone, for the times

are changing."

Thanks friends and family who
never gave up on me and got me
through school.

Yasmin A. Baig
"Of all our possessions wisdom
alone is immortal." Isocrates

Thanks Mum & Abba, I love you.

Corinne M. Baker
"I'm only one, but still I am one. I

cannot do everything, but I can still

do something." H. Keller

Thank you everybody, you know
who you are! I love you all!

Charles Baracchini
"You got to be careful if you don't

know where you're going, because

you might not get there."

Y. Berra

Stephen Barbuto
"I can walk the line, if it ain't too

straight." J.Diffie

Thanks to my Mom, Dad, and my
family. To my friends it has been

fun.

Julie Barrows
"You cannot hold a torch to another's

path withoutbrightening your own."

Thanks to all of my family and

friends, I love you guys!



Heather Barry
"Things change, people

change, but it doesn't mean
you forget the past or try to

cover it up, it simply means

you move on and treasure the

memories."

Ih.mks to m\ tamilv

Matthew Bean
"Those who hope in the Lord will

renew their strength. They will soar

on wings like eagles; they will run

and not grow weary."

Thanks Mom, Dad, Cheryl, Shawn,

my brothers and sisters, Lindsay,

All my friends and familv

Jenna Beltramini
"Climb High, Climb Far, Your Go
The Sky, Your Aim, The Stars"

Thanks Mom, Dad, Eric, Ada:

Dean, and Jill for alwaysbeing thei

1-4-3.

David Bender

Michael Bender
"This is not the beginning of the end,

but it is the end of the beginning."

I want to thank my friends and fam-

ily for helping me through these past

four years.

Keith Benvie
"I am not afraid of tomorrow.

For 1 have seen yesterday

And I love today."

I want to thank my parents ar

Jocelyn and the friends which I sha

this.
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Ryan Bergeron
"Experience doesn't just enhance

your life, it is your life."
Casey E. Bethay

"Neverbe bullied into silence. Never

allow yourself to be made a victim.

Accept no one's definition of life;

define yourself."

ThanksMom, Dad, Tori, and friends;

you have been my rock. I love you.

Jared Betters

Nancy Bloomquist
"The real art of conversation is not

only to say the right thing at the

right time, but also to leave unsaid

the wrong thing at the tempting

moment."

Thanks Mom, Dad, Pam and Kevin
for all the support. Best of luck to all

my friends.

Jennifer Borden
"Dream as if we'll live forever, live

as if you'll die tomorrow."

Thanks Mom, Dad, and Melissa. I

love you. Jamie and Heather, you

rock my world!

Nicholas Botelho
"Size, height, color., none of that

matters. If you believe you can play

this game, and you dedicate your-

self and your time to giving it all

you've got, you can make it."
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James Bowen

Andrew Bouley
"Let the night be too dark for

me to see into the future. Let

what will be, be."

Thanks to all my family and

friends- you inspired me to

become the person I am.

Karen Bowen
We go out into the world and ta^

our chances; fate is just the weig

of the circumstances."

Thanks tomy parents, allmy frienc

and my sister for all we have go

through together.
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Kenneth M. Boyer
"Things won't always go right in

this life. There's always changes,

we'll make it."

Thanks Mom and Dad for pushing

me for four years.

Alexandra G. Bradshaw
"The future belongs to those who
believe in the beauty of their

dreams."

Thank you Mom, Paul, and David

for all your love and support. Girls,

thank you for all the unforgettable

memories.

Elizabeth Anne Brad
"The saddest aspect of life right nc

is that science gathers knowled

faster than society gathers wisdorr

Thanks Mom, Dad, Chris, Just

friends, teachers, and coaches. I lo

you all.



Paul Brigette
"The more \'ivid your imagination,

the more dangerous the world be-

comes."

Kathleen Broderick
"Treasure each other in the recogni-

tion that we do not know how long

we shall have each other."

Thank you to my friends and family

for all the great times. I love you

guys!

>

Bruce Brown
"With the headlights pointed at the

dawn, we were sure we'd never see

an end to it all.."

Thanks to Mom, Dad, Becky, and all

my awesome friends that were there

for me.

Michael A. Bruso
"The singular multiplicity of this

universe draws my deepest atten-

tion. It is a thing of ultimate beauty.

"

Thanks tomy Mother, Father, teach-

ers, and acquaintances.

Benjamin Bryant
"Destiny is not a matter of chance, it

is a matter of choice; it is not a thing

to be waited for, it is a thing to be

achieved."

Thanks Mom, Dad, Jon, and all of

my friends for everything.

Donald John Bullock Jr.

"There was a fantastic universal

sense that whatever we were doing

was right, that we were winning.
"

Thanks to Mom, Dad, Nana, Papa.
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Mackenzie Burke

Adrienne Bump
"To the world you're just one

person but to one person you

could mean the world."

I love you Mommy, Daddy,

and Ashley. Thank you for ev-

erything.

Amanda Burke
"Don't cry because it's over, smile

because it happened."

Thanks to my family, friends, and

Kevin.

Macaela Burnet
"Your only obligation in any life-

time is to be true to yourself."

Ethan J. Caldwell
"Wave your flag, salivate

Amy Marie Catarella stirring feelings of pride and haf

"Reach for the moon and if you miss A piece of cloth can'thold your fat

you'll still land among the stars."
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Thank you Chris, baby for believing

in me... I love you! I don't know
Thank you Mom, Dad, Kendra, what I'd ever do without you.

Oriana, Uncle Chris, and the rest of

my family & friends. I love you all.



Kabrin Erin Caliri
"Do not go where the path may lead

you, go instead where there is no

path and leave a trail."

Thanks Mom, Dad, and Kelsey, I

love you. To my friends, its been fun

and I'll miss you all!

Jillian L. Calnan
"Measure the size of the accomplish-

ment by the obstacles you had to

overcome to reach your goals."

Thanks Mom, Dad, Kate, & Jenna

for always being there. I love you
guys!

Jillian M. Candlish
"Don't be afraid to be yourself, be

afraid not to be."

Thanks Dad, Mom, and Sean, I love

you! Thanks to my friends, you're

loved too.

Alison Carbonara
'Do not go where the path may lead

you, go instead where there is no
path and leave a trail."

Thanks Mom, Dad, Rae, and all my
friends who made me who I am, I

love you.

Vincent S. Carita
"An eye for an eye makes the whole

world go blmd."

I would like to thank my parents,

family, friends. Holly, and Mr. Rix.

Thanks for all you have taught me.

Jessie M. Caron
"I found that life isn't really as easy

as it seems, gotta go for it strong, and
follow every one of your dreams."

Thanks to Nate, Kristi, my family &
teachers.
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Clint Carson
Thanks to my Mom and family

for their support.

Ethan Case
"I've grown up and changed so

much, things I know, years ago I

couldn't touch."

I would like to thank my parents,

brother, and all my friends. Thank

you for the advice and always being

there for me.

Jessica Casey
"If you're gonna finish, you got!

begin. Don't you fearwhat you dol

know. Just let that be, your room

grow."

Thanks Mom, Dad, Mike, Matt, P

Mandi and that rest of the ere

Good luck 2003!

Ryan Catrambone
"Treat every day as if it were your

last and it eventually will be."

Elena Cerrai
"Our hearts can see that the only stair-

way to the stars is woven with dreams.

And we are unafraid to reach high."

Tanya Chafe
"High school is full of memori

fvm, and friends, but memories i

the ones that will never end."

Thanks Mom, Dad, Jason, and gii|i

Mike I love you, you are always

Thanks to both my parents and my ^^y heart,

host parents for their love and sup-

port. I am lucky to have two families.
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Amanda Beth Clancy
"Our paths may change as Ufe goes

along, but the bond between friends

remains forever strong."

Tliank you Mom, Dad, Ang, and my
girls for always being there. You
will all be in my heart forever!

Michael Clark
"Education is an admirable thing,

but nothing worth knowing can be

taught."

Thanks Mom, Dad, Jen and Kim for

always being there. -Love, Mike

Sean Clark
"All the world's a stage, and all the

men and women merely players.

They all have their exits and their

entrances; and one man in his time

plays many parts."

Thank you Mom, Dad, Kyle, and
Kaitlyn.

Allison Cleary
"If the dream is big enough, the

facts don't count."

Thanks Mom, Dad, and Ry for al-

ways believing in me and friends

for the laughs.

Victoria Cloyes
"He must be a fool indeed who can-

not at times play the fool; and he

who does not enjoy nonsense must
be lacking in sense."

Thank you to my parents, Becca,

Lauren, Erica, Jerai, Greg, and Mike.
I love you madly.

Kimberly Coen
"Life's what you make it."

Thanks Mom, Dad, Nana, Ashly,

Maggie -Thanks girls for the memo-
ries! Good Luck.
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Tracy M. Colter
"Trust yourself and your own
instincts as much as you possi-

bly can, because the truth is

that being yourself is better

than anything else."

ThanksMom, Dad, Billy, Mike,

Megan, Molly, and friends.

Krysten Aleece Conboy
"The future belongs to those who
believe in the beauty of their

dreams."

Thanks to Mom, Dad, Jaya, the rest

of my family, friends, and team. I

love you all.

Nichole Allison Connolh
"Bittersweet memories... that is all

am taking with me."

Thanks to my family for everythin

and to my girls, ITl never forget th

memories.

^'P
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Margaret Connors
"Success is getting what you want.

Happiness is wanting what you

get."

I want to thank my family and
friends for all their love and sup-

port.

Alexis Conroy
"The future belongs to those who
believe in the beauty of their

dreams."

Thanks Mom, Dad, Joshua, Emily,

and Anthony. Thanks to my friends

who made the years unforgettable

and make it hard to say good-bye.

Jonathan Corley li

"If youTl not settle for anything le
i

than your best, you will be amaze,

at what you can accomplish in yd

lives."



Todd Costa
Thanks Mom and Dad for helping

me in hockey and Alyssa for always

being there. Love ya.

Robert Costanzo

Ronald Coulstring
"It is better to aim for a star and miss

by miles, than to aim for a pile of

crap and hit it dead on the center."

Thank you everyone for all your

support and care includingmy fam-

i]\, friends, and anyone else who
ma\ ha\e come aiioss my path.

William Coveney
"Live today like it's your last day . u /^
because you never know what to- UenniS J OSepfl CwraiTl

morrow will bring." "About the only problem with suc-

cess is that it does not teach you
Thank you Mom and Steven for how to deal with failure."

putting up with me over the years,

and to Mike and Dad... let's rock!

Heather Cromwell
"Just be yourself. It doesn't matter if

it is good enough for someone else!"

Thanks to friends, family, and Ms.

Bell.
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Brigid Cronin
"Never let any mistake cause

you to stop believing in your-

self. Learn from it and go on."

Thanks Mom, Dad, Cara, Cath,

Pat, and friends. I love you

guys.

Patrick Cronin
"A real leader faces the music, even

when he doesn't like the tune."

Thanks Mom, Dad, and family. You
all helped me through these four

years, love ya's.

Corey Cumming i

"Every area of trouble gives out"!

ray of hope; and the or

unchangable certainty is that notj

ing is certain or unchangeable

Thanks to my parents, Jess, frienc

and family that helped get n

throuE

Joseph Cushman
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Lyndsay Cummings
"Confidence comes not from always

being right, but from not fearing to

be wrong."

Thanks to my friends for always

being there for me...luv ya!

Christopher J. Currie
"Life is like a roller coaster, there are

a lot of bumps and turns, but we are

all better for it."

Thanks to Dad and all of my friends.



Larissa D'Souza
"Keep smiling, it makes people won-

der what you've been up to."

Thanks to my family, and friends,

we finally did it...

Katie Dahlen
"Truth is the strongest bond that

exists between two people."

Thanks Mom, Dad, and Paul. I love

you guys. Thanks Rose, Cristen,

Mindy, and all my love to Rob.

James Zachary Tekakwitha

Dakin
"It is always the best policy to speak

the truth, unless of course you are

an exceptionally good liar."

Thanks to my family andfriends.

Kelly Ilene Dalton
"Better to be hated for who you are

than loved for who you're not."

Thanks to my family, my Sarah

(Vested morvkeys for life!), and my
friends.

Jennifer Dargin
"All I need is time, a moment that is

mine, while I'm in between, I'm not

a girl, not yet a woman."

ThaiTks to my family and friends for

all your love and support through-

out the years. And thank you "Cap-

tain Obvious!"
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Stephanie Davenport
"Dreaming of the person you want

to be is wastiiig the person you al-

ready are."

I love you Mom, Mindy, Richie,

Culinary Girls, NinGuv. 81



Jessica J. Davis
"When they discover the cen-

ter of the universe, a lot of

people will be disappointed to

discover they are not it."

Thanks Mom, Dad, Coleen,

Corey, and allmy friends I love

vou t;(iod luck'

1^^-

Catherine Dealy
T -I-* • "Within VOU there is all VOU neec.
1-iciui.ci L-'civxa make your dreams come true.

"Life's what you make it!"

Thanks Mom, Dad, family, ai

Love and thanks to my family, friends for everything you hi

Karen, Bethy, and Ty. done for me along the way.

A

!>
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Christopher Deegan
"What doesn't kill... surely will...

make you stronger still."

Thank you Mom, Dad, Shanna and

Jeff, Bob, Haley, and everyone who
has been there for me, and Ms. Bell.

Grace Dennison
"I don't want to work, I just want to

bang on my drum all day."

To my family, I love you. To Mike
and my girls, thanks for all the good
times.. ROCK ON!

Ryan C. deOgbum
"He who knows others is wise:

who knows himself is enlightene

ThariksMom and Dad for your 1(6

& patience. To Dallas & Tayjr,

thanks for the laughs. Good lucl o

my friends!



Bethany DeOlivera
"Dare to li\'e the life you have
dreamed for yourself. Go forward

and make your dreams come true."

Thanks to Leamie, Dad, and Mom
for being there for me.. Thanks also

to Laura, Karen, and Tim.

Emily L. Derby
"He who walks in another's tracks

leaves no footprints."

Thanks Mom, Dad, and Elissa for

not wanting to be thanked.

Kacie L. Dietrich
"You are what you tliink, so think

great things."

Thank you Mom and Dad for al-

ways believing in my dreams. I owe
you more than you could ever know.

Shamus Diggin
"The answer can not be found in the

writing of others of the words of a

trained mind, in a precious world of

memories we find ourselves con-

fined."

Garrett Dever

Michael DiGiovanni

Thanks Mom, Dad, Jesse.
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Jason Doherty

Stephanie C. Dignan
"In my wake I leave behind a

trail of others who will never

seek and because they never

seek they never find."

To anyone who ever gave me a

chance. Now is the time. Spread

your wings and fly.

Anthony Donnelly
"There's no recollection of the e

things I've done, my head feels li

I must have had some fun."

Thanks for everything Mom, Dd

Jill, and all my friends & Jose, it wj

fun.
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Ashley Donahue
"Life isn't about the breaths we take,

it's about the moments that take our

breath away."

Thankyou Mom, Dad, Jillian, Scotty

,

I love you all so much.

Sean Donovan
"Don't take life too seriously. You'll

never escape it alive anyway."

Thanks to my family and football.

Helton, Hill, and Coveney, thanks

for the great times we had.

Lisa C. Drummey
"I warma fly and never come dov

and live my life, and have frier

around."

Thanks to the best family & friem'

I love you all! Here's to the nigh



Lisa Marie Dunstan
"Don't let anybody take your
dreams away from you."

Thank You Mom & Karen for help-

ing me get this far. Adam, I love you
always and forever.

Courtney E. Dwyer
"Life isn't about finding yourself,

it's about creating yourself."

Thanks to Mom, Dad, Cullen, Bro-

gan, and all my friends especially

Lauren, I love you guys!

Kerri Edson
Thanks Dad, Mom, Judy, Dean,
Brian, & Miranda I love you all!

Thanks to my friends that have been

there for me! Derek thanks for help-

ing me get through High School, I

love you. Congratulations Class of

2003.

Curtis Edwards
"Words you say never seem to live

up to the ones inside your head." Daniel Egan
"When God asks me what I did with

my life, I'm gonna tell him I changed

the world."

Thanks Mom, Dad, Jackie and Mel-

issa.

Angela M. Elliott

"The best blush to use is laughter, it

puts roses in your cheeks and in

your soul."

Thanks Mom, Dad, Leen, and Sand.
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Brendan Emberg

Angela Ellis

"I can not say goodbye to those

whom I have grown to love for

the memories we have made."

Thanks Mom, Dad, Sara, and

Annie for all your love and
support. Kk thanks for being

there for me, it meant a lot.

Kristi Emerson
"Life is short but love is forev.

Live for right now and just be yoi •

self, it doesn't matter if that's go

enough to someone else."

Thanks Mom, Dad, Family, and J

for putting up with me and for

our support. Love you.
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Stephanie Enemark
"Don't part with your illusions.

When they have gone, you may still

exist, but you have ceased to live."

Thanks Mom and Dad for all your

wisdom, and love.

Julie-Ann Ennis
"Wliat lies behind us and what lies

before us are tiiiy matters compared
to what lies within us."

Thank you Mom, Dad, Jenn, Shell,

the Willcutts, and friends, especially

Matt and Katie. I love you all!

Daniel A. Eppich
"What lies behind us and what li>

before us are tiny matters compai I

to what lies within us."

I



Kimberly A. Erwin
"You're born an original, don't die a

copy." Alyssa Marie Falco
'No regrets just lessons learned.''

Thanks Mom, Dad, Michelle, Matt, Jcnna SuC Fencer
Ashley, and all of my friends for Thanks Mom, Daddy, Darrell, Matt "Put something silly in the world,

being there. and Jilly, for always being there for that ain't been there before."

me! Todd, I'll love you always.

Thanks Mom, Dad, Jaime and all

my friends. You've made every

minute of life so rewarding.

Michael W. Fencer
"Do not follow where the path may
lead. Go instead where there is no
path and leave a trail."

Dominic A. Ferrante
"Kids these days are all about hijinx,

hijinx, and hijinx."

Thanks Mom, Dad, Michelle,

Meghan, and Nathan for all your Props to everyone who skated.

support through all the great years.

Ainsley Fest
"Enjoy life today, because yesterday

is gone and tomorrow may never

come."

Mom, Dad, and Adam thanks for all

the love and support. gy



Robert Firlotte

Justina Rose Finocchi
"Believe nothing of what you
hear, and only half of what you
see.

Thanks Mom and Dad you've

made me who I am today... WE
DID IT! Good Luck 2003.

Jamie Flaherty
"None of us knows what the n

:

change is going to be, what un

:

pected opportunity is just aroi

:

the next corner."

Thanks Mom and Mike for evt

thing, the family, and Lauren. N. .

and Mom, I love you.

Amanda Foley
"Maybe living life is more imf|'-

aean rlynn tant than living up to expectatijs

^ n r-^ n "Live everyday as if it were your because the only thing I expect i ^o

Colleen C. Flynn
i^st." have memories."

"You only live once, but if you do it

right, once is enough." Thanks Mom, Dad, Colleen, and Thanks to: Mom, Dad, Jenn, Tas

Jacqui. Chrystal, Nate, Jump, and Katie

Love and thanks toMum, Dad, Sean,

Jac, and to all my friends. Good
Luck 2003.



Brenna Forde
"I'll remember the things I did for a

while, but the people I did them

with forever."

To my family, thanks for all your

love and support. Jon thanks for

e\'erything. To all my girls, I'll never

forget the good times w^e've had.

C. Krista Forde
Thanks to my family for all of your

support. To my friends, the memo-
ries will never be forgotten.

Dana L. Fowler Jr.

"And I'm still certain what moti-

vates me is more rewarding than

any piece of paper could be."

To everyone that's helped me out

somehow in life- word.

Jeffrey Fox
"When you do things right people

won't be sure you did anything at

all."

Michael T. Frederickson
"The secret of success is consistency

of purpose."

Thanks to my family and friends for

the help and support. Good luck

2003.

Michael Freer
"Well, I ain't often right but I've

never been wrong. Seldom turns out

the way it does in a song. Once in a

while you get shown the light. In the

strangest of places if you look at it

right."
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Cheryl Kathleen Froio

"I've learned that... memories

good or bad will bring tears,

and words can never replace

feelings."

Special thanks tomyMom, fam,

and all my friends for always

being there for me.

Iris Gallagher
"Some people see things as they are

and ask why. I dream things that

were and ask why not."

Amanda Frost
"Spread your wings and prepare to

fly, for you are now a butterfly."

Thank you Mom and Matt for ev-

erything. Dad - I'll love you forever

and miss you always. Thanks to my
friends, family, and Rob for your

consta 1

1

Jessica Lyn Fucillo

Mom, Dad, and Christine...! warm,

thank you for always being ther(

and helpingme. I love you! Congrat

2003 and to my friends, I love yoi

all so much. Thanks for the bes

times of my life- I'm gonna mis

ou!

David Gallant
"The moon has set, the sun has risen.

This is the time we get out of this

prison."

Thanks to Mom, Dad, Dan, Pear, the

Youngins, Tracee's, and all my
friends for the time of my life.

Lindsay Helen Garuti
"The only thing left it appears, is t(

ask ourselves to be better each tim<

than those before us."

To my family and friends, I love yoi,

all. Thank you. Good luck Class o|

2003!
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Philip Gauthier

Kristin A. Geraghty
"Don't let yesterday's disappoint-

ments get in the way of tomorrows
dreams."

Thanks Mom, Dad, Trace, Heather,

and crew you've made me who I

am.

Rachel Giagrando
"hi three words I can sum up every-

thing I've learned about life: It goes

on."

Thank you Mom, Dad, Kerri, Aunt
Debbie. A special thanks to the Class

of 2003. I'll never forget the memo-
ries. It's been fun, Good luck!

Marcus Glynn
"Don't gain the world and loose

your soul, wisdom is better than

silver and gold."

Thank youMom, Dad, Billy, Maura,
and Erin for everything you've ever

helped me through and thanks to

my friends for all the fun we've had
with more to come.

Robert Paul Gobell
"It's a dangerous business going

out your door... if you don't heed

your feet, there's no knowing where
you might be swept off to."

Thanks Mom, Dad, and Brian for

everything. I couldn't have it with-

out everyone's love and support.

Nicole M. Godfrey
"Ifyou do what you've always done,
you'll get what you've always got-

ten."

Mom, Dad, Stef, Ryan, friends, lots

of love and thanks. Good luck '03!
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Danielle M. Goodine
"Never be bullied into silence.

Never allow yourself to be

made a victim. Accept no one's

definition of your life."

Thanks Mom and Dad for

everything that you've taught

me. To mv friends good luck

Kristine Gordon
"Don't be ashamed of who you are,

be ashamed of who you try to be."

Thank you Mom, Dad, family, and

friends who have been with me and

helped me these past years."

Mark Gordon
"Life is like a rubberband, the hard

you go forward, the harder you sn£

back."

Thank you. Mom, Dad, Jay, Mt

issa. Heather, and all my frieni

and family.
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Christine Elizabeth Gorman
"The commonest thing is delightful

if one only hides it."

Thanks to teachers for a great four

years, and my family for putting up
with me.

Korey M. Graney
"Even if you're on the right track,

you'll get run over if you just sit

there."

ThanksMom, Dad, family and Jimbo
for all of your support. I love you!

Kimberly Gray
"This won't matter in a hundri

years. It barely matters now."

Thanks Mom, Dad, Amy, ar

Michelle. To my girls, you are tru

the greatest people I know, I lo

you.



Jacqueline Grieco
"For every niinute of frowning, you
lose sixty seconds of smiling." Andrea Elaine Griffin

"Doing easily what others find diffi-

cult is talent; doing what is impos-

sible for talent is genius."

Thanks Mom, Dad, Glenn, Holly,

and all my friends. I don't know
what I would do without you.

Emily Grott
"Neverbe bullied into silence. Never
allow yourself to be made a victim.

Accept no one's defimtion of your
life; define yourself."

Thank you: to my family- you're the

best. To my friends- you're in my
heart, always.

Robert M. Guilford II

"In three words I can sum up every-

thmg I've learned about life; It goes

on."

Thanks Mom and Dad, I could not

have done it without you. Jess &
Baby Bob, I love you! Katie, don't

give up. Good luck everyone.

Danielle Grimbilas
"The more I know the less I under-

stand, the things I thought I knew
I'm learning again."

I would like to thank my family,

friends, and Robby for making my
high school years unforgetable.

Chris Guilfoy
"I graduated, the time has come, so

party on and have some fun!"

Thank you Mom, Dad, Mike, and

Jack for makingmy high school years

the best.
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Scott Haggerty
"Don't go through life, grow

through life."

Thank you to my family and

friends, who helped me until

the end.

Katelyn J. Hart
"People dislike staring into tunnels

without lights at the end of them.

That gives us more elbow room for

the exploration."

Thanks to my Mom, Dad, Paul, all

my friends, and Kevin for your love

and laughter.

Nicole Hart
"If you never did, you should. The|

things are fun, and fun is good." ij

Thanks Mom, Dad, Jess, Anthoi^

Maggie, and friends. You madej

all worthwhile.
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Rachael Haudenschield
"We live then we die with only one

chance. Take that one chance... you

will never know, if you don't try."

Thank you family, friends, and

everyone who has supported me.

Monica Hebert
"Let the refining and improving of

your own life keep you so busy that

you have little time to criticize oth-

ers."

Thank you Mom, Dad, Marc, and

Mel for all your love and support.

Kerri Ann Heffel
"You are only what you are wh
no one is looking."

Thanks Mom, Dad, Katie, all r

friends, and Tony! Good luck evei

one!



Christopher Helton

Kristin Higgins
"One day when you look back at the

great memories from the past, it will

make you wonder how it all went by
so fast."

Thanks to Mom, Dad, Kelly, and
Kayla for all your support. To the

girls- it's been great.

Michael Higgins
"Yes there are two paths you can go
by, but in the long run there's still

time to change the road you're on."

Denis Hill
"Relax! Life is too short to take it

serious."

Thanks Dad, Mom, Pop, Nan,
Alyssa, and Boy.

Shawn D. Hillier
"You have to know you can win.

You have to think you can win. You
have to feel you can win..."

Thanks Mom, Dad, Jesse, and Pej. I

couldn't have done it without you.

Thanks to "The Crew" for the good
times and being there.

Brynne Holland
"If you can imagine it, you can

achieve it. If you can dream it, you
can become it."

Thanks Mom, Dad, family, and
friends for all your love & support. ^^



Jeremy C. Holman
"To do great important tasks,

two things are necessary: a

plan and not quite enough
time."

Thanks Mom, Dad, and Jen

RT.P. Dave Williams.

Melissa Joan Horton
"Celebrate we will for life is short

and sweet for certain."

Thanks Mom, Dad, Dave, Scott and

friends. Good luck class of '03!

Tara Hostnik
"Everybody gets one chance to

something great. Most people nev^

take that chance... because they'f

too scared, or they don't recognii

it when it spits on their shoes."

Thank you Mom, Dad, Chris, arf

Kelsev... I love you all!

Sean Howard

Michael P. Hurley
Many thanks to all of my family and

friends.

Marguerite Insolia

"Don't worry about anything. Noi

of it matters. All you have to c

here, is be a good person and go

heaven."

Thank you Mum and Papa. You i

spire me everyday. Girlies, thaii

you forbeing the incredibly real ai

good people you are. I love you.
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Krystle Jenkins
"Under wandering stars I've grown,

by myself but not alone."

Thanks to Mom, Dad, Padraic, fam-

ily, friends, and Culinary girls... I

love you!

Jesse Jennings-Rampsi
"Raise around the world that ro-

tates. We live everyday in growing
and changing fate."

Thank you Mom, Dad, Mari,

Shamus, Ev, Al, Aimee, and all my
friends and family.

Caroline Johnson
"No one can make you feel inferior

without your consent."

Thank you to all my friends, with-

out whom neither of the past two
years would have been possible. I

love you all.

Joshua Johnson

Kathryn Johnson
"If a song is an inspirational tale, let

me be its teller."

Thank you Mom and Dad for help-

ing me through. Thanks to Mrs.

Rafferty for getting me motivated.

Jessica Johnston
"You never truly leave a place you
love, you take part of it with you,

leaving a part of yourself behind."

For support, thanks Mom and
Steven. Love to Bobby and baby boy. ^7



Allison Kaeneman

Harry Emerson Jones

IV
"If I would, could you?"

ThanksMom, Dad, and the rest

of the family, Erin, and Angry
Mob.

Alyssa Juliani
"Live every moment; love every-

day. Because before you know it,

precious time slips away"

Thanks to my Mom, Dad, Rae and

the best friends I could ask for. I love

you all.

Edward Kaeneman
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Sean M. Kane
"The world's a roller coaster and 1

am not strapped in. Maybe I should

hold with care but my hands are

busy with air."

For good times at "The Lake."

Thanks Laura, Jess, Pete, Mom, Dad,

and my friends. Rock on!

Kathryn Keeley I

"The world is no longer a romaj^c

place, some of its people still [e

however, and therein lies the pn i-

ise. Don't let the world win."

Thank you to my family and frier i,

I love you all.



Meghan Ann Kelly
"Shoot for the moon, even if you
miss, you'll land amongst the stars"

Thanks to Mom, Dad and Charlie

for all of your love and support. I

love you.To Lynsey and Maggie, for

being my best friends ever.

Christopher Kent
Trying is the first step toward fail-

Homer J. Simpsonure.

Thanks Dad, Mom and ...Mike.

Matthew Kidd
"I have been described as a light-

house in the middle of a bog: bril-

liant but useless" C. C. O'Brien

Katelin Kilgallon
"We are what we do everyday. Ex-

cellence then, is not an art, but a

habit"-Aristotle

Thank you to all those who have
inspired me. Especially Mom, Dad,
and Jeraiifer.

Lauren E. Kilnapp
"Let's just wheel this thing back to

the house." -Bevis

Thanks to Mahkul, Vicki and my
friends and family

Ryan King
"Just a man with a cause. ..no reward

and no applause. "-V. Merlot

Thanks Mom, Dad, Amy, April,&

Trish-I love you
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Steven Klepper
"Why stand up for something

when you don't know all the

facts? Is it easier to be a fol-

lower than a leader?"

Thanks to my family and
friends for your love and sup-

port.

Joshua J. Labreque
"Everything possible to be believed

is an image of the truth.' O.S. Card

Thanks to my family and all my
friendswho helpedme through thick

and thin.

Meghan Lakis
"Yes there are two paths you can

^

by, but in the long run, there's st

time to change the road you're on

Thanks Mom, Dad, Laura, Gre

Nicki, Meghan, Jacqui, and all wl

helped me along the way.
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Shanna Lambert
"It's not just the end of high school,

it's the beginning of a new life."

Thanks to my Mom and Dan. I love

you guys. And to my culinary girls-

good luck.

Joseph R. Lamoureux
"Learn from yesterday, live for to-

day, hope for tomorrow. The im-

portant thing is not to stop question-

ing." A. Einstein

Thank you mom and dad for every-

thing you have done for me.

Meaghan E. Larkin
"I'll remember the things I did foi

while, but the people I did the

with forever."

Thanks Mom, Dad, Sean, Briaru

and family for always being there.

love you. Girls, thanks for all tl

memories.



Natasha Lauria
"Love like you've never been hurt

before, dance like nobody's watch-

ing, and live like you were to die

tomorrow."

Thanks Mom, Dad, and Danielle. I

couldn't have done it without you.

Daniel Lavalley
"Live in peace and harmony with

the people around you. Never make
fun of peoplewho are different from

you, instead learn from them."

Thanks Mom and Dad and family,

Joe, Shaun, Donny, Mike, and Harry.

Jason Lee
"Life is like an open book, don't

close it for it's done." Metallica

Thank you to all my friends and
teachers who stuck by me and never

told me to give up.

Peter Lee
"Common sense is not always so

common." Voltaire Clifford R. Leland
"While I take inspiration from the

past, like most Americans, I live for

the future." R. Regan

Christie Leonard
I may not have gone where I in-

tended to go, but I think I have ended

Thanks Mom, Dad, and Matt, you're up where I intended to be.

"

always there for me.

Thank you to everyone who has sup-

ported me. Thanks to my family
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Andrew Lewis

Eric Lindstrom
"Not all who wander are lost.'

-J.R.R. Tolkien

'Live.

Despina Liousas
"The greater the difficulty, the moi

glory in surmounting it." - Epicurt

ThanksMom and everyone elsewh
was there and supported me. I lo\

you all.
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Jeffrey Luker
"You owe nothing to the past but

wasted time."- Beck Hansen

Thanks to my family, friends, and

any one who has ever helped me
out.

Ryan Mahoney
"Forgive your enemies, but don

Nicholas N. MaCaluSO forget their names."- John 1

"One good thing about music, when Kennedy

it hits- you feel no pain. " - Bob Marley
Mom, Dad, Samantha, Hannah, J(

Thanks to Mom, Dad, Lauren, Otis, seph, Stephanie, you guys are t?

best.



Paul Maloney
"I always knew that I would look

back at the tears and laugh, but I

never knew that I would look back

at the laughs and cry."

Thanks Mom, Dad, Chrissy, Nana,
Papa, Jacqui always be together.

Deidre M. Manning
"It is not in the stars that hold our

destiny, but in ourselves." - William

Shakespeare

Thank you Mom, Dad, Bryan, and
every one of my friends for all your

support.

A.J. Marchionne
"I plan to live forever- so far so

good!"

Thank you Mom, Dad, Sarah, and
all my friends for your support for

18 years.

Catherine M. Marconi
"Be kind, for everyone you meet is

fighting a harder battle."- Plato

Thanks Mom, Jess, and Liz for all

your love and support. Good luck
to everyone next year.

Jamie L. Marcus
"The best years of our lives aren't as

easy as they seem."- Good Char-

lotte

Thanks Mom, Dad, and Julie. I love

you. Jen and Heather- you are the

sprinkles on my donut.

Jennifer E. Martin
"Promise me you won't forget me
'cause if I thought you would I'd

never leave."

Thanks to my family, to "the crew",

Ms. D, and to Phil I love you guys.
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Sarah G. Maurath
"What a man thinks of himself,

it is that which determines or

rather indicates his fate." H.D.

Thoreau

Thanks for everything Mom,
Dad, Kiel. I love you so much.

Michael Mayott
"Even if you're on the right track,

you'll get run over if you just sit

there."- Will Rogers

Stacy McAuliffe '

"In v^'ords as fashion the same n
will hold, alike fantastic if too nt

or old: Be not the first by whom 1

1

new are tried, nor yet the last lay tj

old aside."- Alexander Pope 3

Mom, Dad, and Melissa, thanks for To my family and "the crew"- y
everything. I love you guys. are my inspiration, thank you.
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Jack J. McCarthy
"You have to stand for something;

or you will fall for anything."

Thanks Mom, Dad, Sara, and the

two Chris'. You guys are the best

and I love you all. Thanks.

Katelyn L. McCarthy
"You have to take life as it happeiis,

but you should make it happen the

way you want to take it."

Thanks Mom, Dad, and PJ; without

you guys I couldn't have made it.

Josh, love ya always.

Emily E. McCoy
"If one advances confidently in t

direction of his dreams, he will me

with a success unexpected in coi

mon hours. "- Henry David Thore.

Thank you to my family, frienc

and teachers. Congratulations cla

of 2003.



Heather J. McDonough
"Who we are nex'er changes. Who
we think we are does."- Mary S.

Almanac

I want to thank my friends and fam-

ily for always being there. It's been

a blast here at SL.

Jack McGourty
"Destiny is not a matter of chance;

but a matter of choice. It is not a

thing to be waited for, it is a thing to

be achieved."

Thanks to everyone that helped me
along the way.

Kevin McGrath
"Keep your heads up, retirement is

only forty years away."

Thanks to Mom and Lauren. Props

to the skate crew and all those who
have inspired me.

Katrina M. McMahon
"If you don't have something nice

to say about someone, come sit next

to me."

Much love and thanks to my family

for always being there. Josh, I love

you.

Shayna L. Melberg
"When you get to the end of your

rope, tie a knot and hang on."-

Franklin Roosevelt

Thanks Mom, Frank, Matt, The
Crew, and anyone else who has

helped me along the way.

Thomas Melucci
"Oh, well, of course, everything looks

bad if you remember it."- Homer
Simpson
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Erik Miller

Gina Merolli
"Some people are so afraid of

dying, they never start to live."

ThanksMom, Dad, Muffin, and

my family. I love you all.

Rachael A. Michaud
"Life isn't about finding yourself,

it's about creating yourself."

Thanks to Joe, Mom, Dad, Kim, and

the rest of my family and friends. I

love you all.
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Jaimie E. Mueller
"I live for the nights I'll never re-

member with the friends I'll never

forget."

Tomy family,Mom, Dad, andAdam
thank you for your support.

Myles J. Mueller
"Life's a journey, not a destination."

Thanks Mom, Dad, Ethan, Gram,

Gramp and all my friends for help-

ing me through the years. Good luck

2003, it's about time we made it.

an Muise
"And for some of us it ended with-

out us knowing. Maybe these wert

the last days but I will never forgei,

that day, the day was ours, and nc

one can ever take that away."

We miss you Julia Kopper, you will

remain in my thoughts and memo-

ries forever...
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John Murphy
"It's not the size of the dog in the

fight, it's the size of the fight in the

dog."- Mark Twain

Thanks Mom, Dad, Kerrie, Nikki,

and Colleen. I love you guys.

Katie Mullen
"Waiting for the day when I can

finally say this has been wonderful

but now I'm on my way"- Phish

Mom & Dad, you've done every-

thing you could to direct me in the

right path. Kelly & Kerri, I love you.

And my friends, \ ou w \\ onderful.

Amanda Mulloney
"Whether 1 fail or succeed, shall be

no man's doing but my own. Al-

ways be a first rate version of your-

self."

Thank you Momma, Daddy (Rob),

Ziggy, Sarah, Matt, Nana, and Papa
for all your unconditional love.

Kellen Murphy
"You are responsible for your own
entertainment." Lauren Murphy

"When they discover the center of

the universe a lot of people will be

disappointed to discover they are

not it."

Thanks Mom and Dad.
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Liza Napoli
Thank you Mom and Dad for

everything. Thank you Joe P,

Rose, Lu, Joey, Chloe, Malcolm,

Roger, and PK. I love you all.

Shelly Nelson
"Ask yourself a question... are there

words to describe these years, a

quote to describe who you really

are? My answer., never!"

Thanks friends, family, 1 love you
all. '03 we were crazy, and I loved it!

William Nelson
"One more road to cross, one mor

risk to take. Gotta live my life lik

it's one more move to make."

I would like to thaiikmy family an

my friends that never gave up o

me. I love you all.

Derek Nersessian
'I guess this is growing up."

• Blink 182

Brian Nevins
Thank you Mom and Dad for all the

love, support, and guidance

throughout high school.

Jeffrey M. Nguyen
"If you learn to love then you migl

love life."- Beastie Boys

Thanks family, friends, and th

Puma Company.

Thanks toMom, Dad, Jaime, Danny,

Andrew, party on everyone.
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Ryan Benjamin Nicotri
"Obstacles are only seen when you
take your eyes off your goal."

Thank you Mom, Dad, and Heather

for all your love and support. Thanks

to all my friends for the fun and
memories we had, we finally made

Lynda Noyes
"I never want to sit back and wait to

see what comes to me."

W "^

Kelly A. O'Connell
"Somewhere is someone who
dreams of your smile, knows your
presence is worthwhile... it's true,

someone somewhere is thinking of

you."

Thanks Mom, Dad, Heather, Mike

,

and all mv friends.

\

Caitlin B. O'Hara
"You better start swimming or sink

like a stone, cause the times they are

a' changing..."- Bob Dylan

To my family, I love you and owe
you everything. To those that made
high school special, much love.

David O'Keefe
"Using a break to stop a loop is like

using a tree to stop a car."- Arnold

Kaupp

Alyssa R. O'Malley
"The old law of an eye for an eye

leaves everyone blind."- Martin

Luther King, Jr.

Thanks to all my friends, family, and
teachers. Have a nice day!
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Sarah Ann O'Neill
"You should never let the sun

set on tomorrow before the sun

rises today."

Thanks Mom, Dad, Sean, and

Murphy for everything you

have done. I love you all so

much!

Stephanie M. Opachinski
"Fate is what life gives you, destiny

is what you do with it."

Thariks Mom, Dad, Stephen, Britt,

Eric, Ryan, and my friends for ev-

erything. You guys are the best.

Kimberly Jean Orcut
"Life is change. Growth is optione

Choose wisely. "- Karen Kaiser Clai

Thanks Mom, Dad, Mel, and all ni

friends and family. I love you an

good luck.
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Robert J. Orlando
"Go for it! What do you got to lose,

except maybe an arm or a leg, but

that's why you have two of them,

right!?"

I would like to thank my parents.

Nathan Palmer
"Do you remember where we all

came from? Do you remember what

it's all about?"- Reese Roper

Thanks Mom and Dad, for helping

me even when I waited till the last

second.

Timothy Parker
"Turn adversity into ambition; no

blossom into wealth."

Thanks to allmy friends and famil

you know who you are.
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Anthony Perrotta

"Impossible to carry on civilized

conversations with ignoramuses... I

just elevate to build the sages and
turn through the scriptures pages."

Thanks to Mom, Dad, and Joe, I love

you and couldn't have done this

without you. Peace!

Lisa N. Peterson
"What is success? To laugh often; to

find the best in others; to leave the

world a bit better; to know even one
life has breathed easier because you
have lived."- Ralph Waldo Emerson

Thanks Mom, Dad, Lynn, and all

friends. I love vnn'

Katie E. Petrillo
"People take different roads seek-

ing happiness and fulfillment. Just

because they're not on your road

doesn't mean they've gotten lost."

Mom, Dad, Joey & friends- thanks

for always putting up with me. I

ove vou.

Joshua Pierce
"Jn order to be old and wise, you
have to be young and stupid!" Tyler Pilotte

"If everything seems under control, -^^ •
i t m x

you're not going fast enough." L'aniei J . 1 latZ
- Mario Andretti "Never forget thosewho have helped

you become who you are today."

Thanks to Mom, Dad, family and a

a special thanks to all of my friends Thanks Mom, Dad, and Jon for ev-

that made these past years so much erything; without you I wouldn't be

fun. who I am today.
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Erica J. Polleys
"When the twilight drops her

curtain down and pins it with a

star, remember that you have a

friend though she may wander
far."- L.M. Montgomery

Thank you Mom, Dad, Mary,

Vicki, Meg, friends and family.

Jennifer Polychronopoulos
"Accomplish all of your dreams and

expectations. Live each day to its

fullest. Don't let any opportunities

pass you by. Treat each day like it's

your last."

Robert Pringle
"It's not how long you live, but ho

you live and what you leave b'

hind."

Thanks Mom, Dad, John, Sis, Tir

Kaylee, and all my friends withoi

you there would be no me.

Joseph Proctor
"Play hard or go home."

I wanted to thank my grandfather

and my Aunt Sue. I love you
Heather.
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Kristen Rabufetti
"Dream what you want to dream.

Be what you want to be. You only

have one life and one chance, to do

all the things you want to do."

Thanks Mom, Dad, Lisa, and friends

for all your continuing love and gtiid-

ance.

Catrina Rantala
"Do not follow where the path m;

lead - Go instead, where there is i

path, and leave a trail."

Mom and Dad, I love you. Rya

thanks for being there for me. I lo'

you Jilliane.
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Kyle W. Rash
"When I find myself in times of

trouble Mother Mary comes to me
speaking words of wisdom... let it

be."

Grandpa, my hero; Gram, for all

your love. Mom, Dad, and Lauren,

Thank \'ou.

Amy L. Reardon
"Live for the moment because it

never lasts forever."

Thanks to my family I couldn't have
done it without you guys. To all my
friends, I love you guys, and we had
some great times together.

Ashley M. Reddy
"Our greatest glory is not in never

failing, but in rising up every time

we fail."

Thanks Mom, Dad, Den and Stace

for all of your love and support. You
mean the world to me, love you
always.

Dennis E. Reddy IV
"Success is never found, failure is

never fatal, courage is the only
tfiing."- Winston Churchill

Thanks Mom, Dad, Stace, and Ash
for everything. I wouldn't be able to

do it without your help.

Jennifer Lee Ricci
"May you live each day of your
life."- Jonathon Swift

I thank God, family, friends, and

Jay for your constant love and sup-

port.

Brittany J. Riley
"You can either laugh about it or cry,

and I choose to laugh."- Shayna

Thanks to my family, the crew, and
friends who have helped me become
the person I am today.
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Tristan Riley

Meghan Robinson
"We may not arrive at the port within

a calculatable period, but we would

preserve our true course!"

Thank you Mom and Dad for being

my support, and Katherine for get-

ting me through the most insane

periods. I love you all.

Michael D. Rogers
"Nothing should be prized mo)

highly than the value of each day

-Goethe

Thanks Mom, Dad, Nicole, and

Jason.

Ryan M. Ross
"The most important kind of free-

dom is to be who you really are."

My thanks go out to friends and

family.

Samuel Rothhaar
I want to say thank you to my Mom,
Ed, Steph, Julie, Amy, Dave, and

Erica. You've always been there.

Also, good luck to my friends.

Heather Rowell
"A life spent making mistakes is n

only more honorable, but more us

ful than a life spent doing nothing

- G.B. Shaw
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Michael Salmon

Amanda Salvatore
"So many of our dreams at first seem
impossible, then they seem improb-

able, and then, when we summon
the will, they soon become inevi-

table."- Christopher Reeve

Steven Sanda
"For out of what we live and we
believe our lives become the stories

that we weave."- Lynn Ahrens

Thanks Mom and Dad. I love you Thanks Mom and Dad and family

guys, you know who you are! for your love. To my friends keep it

real. True, true.

Sara Sanderson
"Laughter makes the world a hap-

pier place."

Thanks Mom, Dad, Heidi, Andy,
and all the girls for always being

there. I love you!

Daniel Sanford
"Learn as if you are going to live

forever, live as if you are going to

die tomorrow."

Thanks to my Mom and Pops and

all my friends for their love and

support of my dreams.

Charles Sarro
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Dominic S. Sarro
"A person will be just about as

happy as they make up their

minds to be."

Thanks Mom and Dad for be-

ing patient over the years.

Tracy Sawtelle
"I've learned that goodbyes will al-

ways hurt, pictures will never re-

place being there, memories good

or bad will bring tears, and words

can never replace feelings."

Thanks Mom, Dad, Grandma, Jackie,

& Jen. I couldn't have done it alone.

Jill Corinne Scanlan
"Friendship is hard to explain. It'

not something you learn in schoo

But if you haven't learned the mear

ing of friendship, you haven

learned anything."

Hugs and kisses to Mom, Dae

Megan, Lisa, Mary, & my friends.
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Katelyn M. Schmuttenmaer
"If you have built castles in the air,

your work need not be lost, that is

where they should be. Now put

foundations under them."

Thank you Mom, Dad, and Matt.

Renee Kimberly Schneider

"Remember to always dream. More

importantly to make those dreams

come true and never give up."

Thanks to my family, friends, and

teammates for all your support. I

love you all!

Bryn P. Schockett
"Time you enjoy wasting, was nc

wasted."- John Lennon

I owe many thanks to my famil;

and to the family that my friencj

have become.



Rachell Scholl
"Lo\'e is the great miracle cure. Lov-

ing ourselves works miracles in our

li\-es."

Thank you Mom, Stacey, and Dad
for always believing in me and tell-

ing me that 1 could succeed. I love

you Matt.

Hallie Rose Scott
"Hey! Stay young and invincible."

-Noel Gallagher

Thanks to my parents for pushing

me and my superhuman friends for

pulling me back.

Margaret Ann Selter
"You never know what you might

have been unless you try to be."

Thanks to my parents, Erin, Brian, &
Crystal. Love you all, never forget

9-n.

Rita Rose Shaffer
"Take heart, my little friend, and
push back your seat. Soon, weTl be
far away, far the street where you
learned how to be not what you
are."- The Eels

Cheers to those who have helped
me along the way.

Stacie N. Shedd
"Make sure you're always happy -

don't waste your time worrying

about anything else."

Tomy family, thanks for everything.

To my girls... I'll never forget all the

good times we had!

Erin M. Sheehy
"The grand essentials of happiness

are something to do, something to

love, and something to hope for."

Thanks to everyone who has taught

me something along the way.
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Danielle Rose Sherman
"You never know when you

are making a memory."

Thanks Mom, Dad, family, and

friends for all your support. I

love you all. Mitchell, I love

you always and forever

Cristen Shuster
"The question is not whether we
will die, but how we will live."

Thanks Mom, Dad, Jacqui, Mike,

Katie, Katie, Missa, and Meg for al-

ways being there for me. I will al-

ways love you.

Colleen Silva
"What lies behind us and what li

before us are small matters cor

pared to what lies within us."

- Ralph Waldo Emerson

Kevin Silvey
"Be not afraid of greatness, some
are born great, some achieve great-

ness, and some have greatness thrust

upon them."

Ryan Simpson
"There's nothing you can do that

can't be done."

Thanks Mom, Dad, and everyone

else who helped me along the way.

David Russell Sjoste(

"What is me, is me, and this bet

true, I must always do things t

hard way."

Thank you Momma, Pop, Kay-Kc

Zeke, J-Dawg, & Ashley. Love yi

all.
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Nathan Skerritt
"Whate\'er comes to challange me
with a purpose, I will 'de-purpose'

it and make it worth while."

Thanks to my family, the whole
Foley bunch, most importantly my
friends, Mandie, and the whole Nasr
Crew.
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Heather Smith
"Some people dream of success

while otherswake up and work hard
at it!"

Thanks to my family (Mom, Dad,

Darren) & friends for all your sup-

port & encouragement. Love you!

Lucas Smolic
"All you need is love." John Lennon

Thanks to my family and friends,

for never allowing me to forget that

I am loved.

Jennifer A. Solimini
"I've had wonderful times, but this

wasn't one of them."

Thanks tomy family for everything,

and a big thanks to my girls who
were, and will always be there for

me.

Michael C. Souza
"All things be ready, if your minds

be so." William Shakespeare

Thanks Mom, Dad, and all my
friends for the help you've given

me."

Charlene St. Croix
"We think the stars are fixed in the

sky, but they are not. I think some-

times we have to learn to give into

change, to the new things."

Thanks Dad and Mom. 119



Jade Steffy

Jennifer L. St. Croix
"Life moves pretty fast. If you
don't stop and look around

once in a while, you could miss

it."

Thanks Dad, Mom, fam. Good
luck Char. To my girls, thanks

for all the good times.

Nicole Stone
"There's only us. There's only th

Forget regret, or life is your's

miss. No other road. No other we

No day but today."

To Mom, Dad, and Matt, than

and I love you! To the girls and Er

nothing we did will be forgotten

Todd Sullivan

Timothy Sullivan
Don't ask."

Luke Sullivan
"I have not failed. I've just found

10, 000 ways that don't work."

T. Edison
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Thanks Mom, Dad, Hayley, and Syd
for always being there.



Andrew Syriala
"The bottom of the world is gold,

and the world is upside down."

J. Kerouac

To everyone that helped make
things good (good in general),

thanks.

Sarah M. Tannenbaum
"It is hard for me to lump twelve

years of life into a short, meaning-

less quote. Please remember me for

who I was as a person."

Thank you Mom, Jenna, and my
Kelly for never giving up and al-

ways being there for me.

Adam E. Taylor
"It's not how long you live, it's how
you live and what you leave behind.

So what you do while you're alive is

up to you."

Thanks to my best friends Tony &
Marcus & all my friends. I love you

Mom, Dad & Hfatln'r

Brian Taylor
"I just want to make a movie with a

plot..." Gregory Teich
"Success is not final, failure is not

fatal; it is the courage to continue

that counts."

I would like to thank my Father,

Brother, friends, and Mother, but I

can't, so I hope they know what
they mean to me.

r

David Thompson
"Do, or do not- there is no try."

Thanks especially to my Mother and

Father who encourage me most of

all in life. Thai"Lks to all my friends

and teachers at Silver Lake.
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Emily Tyler

Charles I. Tinkham
"Gatsby believed in the green

light, the orgastic future that

yearby year recedes before us.

"

Props to my parents and
friends formoney and support.

Without you, I am nothing

Shaun Torrey

Thanks Mom, Dad, EJ, and Keri.
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Lynsey Vacchino
"It is good to have an end to journey

toward; but in the end it is the jour-

ney that matters." U. K. LeGuin

Thanks to my family and friends.

Kara thanks for your guidance.

Sean VanRiper
"We are the music makers, we are

the dreamers of the dreams!"

Special thanks to Mom, Dad, Eric,

and Lindsay, to Freer and to every-

one that has made my life what it is!

Stacy Varitimos Jr.
j

"I haven't failed, I've found 10, OOi

ways that don't work!"



Stephanie E. Varley
"Here's to the nights we felt alive,

here's to the tears you knew you'd
cry, here's to goodbye, tomorrow's

gonna come too soon.' Eve 6

Mom thanks for always being there.

Dad, Dereck, Bryan, I love you all.

To all mv friends, thanks.

Kaitlyn Marie Vittorini
"I always knew I'd look back on my
tears and laugh but I never knew I'd

look back on my laughter and cry."

Thank you Mom and Dad and
friends I never would have made it

without you. I love you guys.

Alison Vu
"I almost wish I hadn't gone down
that rabbit-hole - and yet - and yet -

it's rather curious, you know, this

sort of life!" L. Carroll

Lots of love to Mom, Dad, Ann,
Dave, and friends.

Carrie Lynne Wagner
"The older you get, the better you
get. Unless you're a banana."

Thanks family, Jess, and Jellybean,

love you!

Crystal Marie Walett
"Live as if you were die tomorrow.
Learn as ifyou were to live for ever.

"

Thanks to my Mom, Matt, Joe, I love

you. Love you Peggy, and special

thanks to Shelly and Eric.

Jeffrey Warner
"Know who you are, and believe

you are priceless in your individual-

ity." M. Walberg
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Evan Weber
"Honesty is my only excuse,

try to rob us of it, but its no use,

steamroller action crushing all,

victim is your name and you
shall fall."

Much love and respect to my
Mom, Dad and all ni\ fi n-nds.

^^~ Hillary Jean White
jy ' TAZl, 1

"Ilove songs that take me away tc

Kevin Wnealan certain place in my life. It doesi

"Life is not a game, a hardship or a have to be a country song. Tl

quest; It's life, so live it as it is." important thing is if the song mak
you feel something." K. Chesney

Thanks to Mom, Dad, Kerri, Kristian,

and Amanda. In memory of my cat,

Mandy.
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Troy Whitman
"Uniqueness is daring to be your-

self and not worrying about what
others think."

Thanks Mom and Dad for all your

help.

Derek Wigman
"It's not the size of the fight in the

dog, but the size of the dog in the

fight."

Thanks to Mom, Dad, Nan, Brady,

Jenna, and everybody else who has

helped me out along the way.

Nicole Marie Williamso
"Seek the wisdom of the ages, b

look at the world through the ey

of a child." R. Wild

Thanks Mom, Dad, and Bob for e:

erything. Good luck to all of n

friends!



Heather C. Witteman
"Though we go our separate ways,

1 won't forget so don't forget the

memories we made." L. Rimes

ThanksMom, Dad, and Tricia, I love

you! Thanks to my friends. You will

be missed!

Mitchell J. Wojtasinski Jr.

"Live free or die."

Thank you Mom, Dana, Gary, and

Big Gary for your support. Danielle,

thanks for everythiiig.

Christine L. Woll
"Ob-la-di, ob-la-da, life goes on."

Mom and Dad, I love you. Thanks

to Liz, Hallie, and my other super-

human friends.

Lindsay Ann Woods
"Dreams come true; without the

possibility, nature would not incite

us to have them."

Thank you tomy family and friends.

Scott Woodward
"And how is education supposed to

make me feel smarter? Besides, ev-

ery time I learn something new, it

pushes some old stuff out of my
brain."

ThankyouMom, Dad, Linda, Corey,

Katie, and Ashley. I love you all.

William Wool
"I haven't failed, I've found 10, 000

ways that don't work."

Thanks for all you help Mom, Dad,

MB, and Cheryl Aime.
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Rebecca Ann Yeaton

"Never let yesterday take up too

much of today." -T. Schramm

ThanksMomand Dad, Brianand

Jeff for helping me make it

through these years.

Emma Young

"The essentials to happiness are:

something to do, someone to love,

and something to hope for."

To my friends, you are all great.

Mandy, thanks for being my best

friend these years. Thanks to my
fam. Nat and G, 1 made it!

Lindsay A. Young

"We all take different paths in life,

but no matter where we go, we
take a little of each other every-

where."

Thanks Mom, Dad, and Liss for

everything. I love you. Girls, hold

onto the memories!

John A. Zagrodny
"We met as total strangers and end as

lifetime friends, we shared a season of

our lives, but every season must come
with an end." - Ed Koch
To the greatest family anyone could

ever have. Mom, Dad, Matt and

Michelle, I love you all!
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Kylah M. Zeoli

"I always knew that looking back

on tears would make me laugh, but

I never knew that looking back on

laughter would make me cry"

Thank you- Mom, Dad, Kris, and
all my friends; I could not have

done it without you! I love you
guys.

Lindsey M. Zinkevivz

"The second star to the right

shines in the night for you, to tell

you that the dreams you plan

really can come true!"

Thank you. Mom, Dad, Brian,

Kacie, Mrs. Stasiuk, and Dr. A for

believing in me. Matt, I love you,



Seoior Superlatives
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Beauty and Brains

Marguerite Insolia,

Dan Platz

and

Alexandra Bradshaw

Most Likely to Succeec

Emily McCoy
and

Mike Frederickson

Most Likely to

Change the World

Chrissie Gorman
and

Andrew Bouley

12y Seniors



Class Couple

Amanda Burke

and

Kevin Whealan

v^lass rliph

Brynne Holland

and

Adam Taylor

Best Dressed

Alexis Conroy

and

Shawn Hillier

Seniors 129



Amanda Clancy

and

Mackenzie Burke

CLASS CLOWNS
Lisa Drummey

and

Mike Mayott

Class
Individuals

Rita Shaffer

and

Lucas Smolic

130 Seniors



Most Theatrical

Stephanie Dignan

and

Steve Sanda

tvH*5a.''tft'.,a!gtar^ jy_ wDPqTi.ii^r,

!^4^ost MusicaC

Lindsay Garuti

and

Harry Jones

Best Dancers

Kristin Geraghty

and

Sean Clark

Seniors 131



Most Atbleti(

Tara Hostnik

and

Billy Coveney

Most School Spirit

Brittany Riley

and

Patrick Cronin

Gym Class Hero

Lynsey Vacchino

and

Greg Teich

132 Seniors
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Best Ail-Around ^j^^

Kate Schmutteninaer * -

and

Ryan King

Most Friendly

Allison Cleary

and

Sara Sanderson

Most Friendly-

Derek Wigman
and

Dennis Reddy

Seniors 133



Best Smile

Jennifer Ricci

and

John Zagrodny

Best Hair

Stephanie Opachinski

and

Mike Coen

Best Friends

Cheryl Froio

and

Shayna Melberg

134 Seniors
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Best Eyes

Amanda MuUoney
and

Sean Donovan

Best Friends

Andrew Bouley

and

Emily McCoy

Best Friends

Mike DiGiovanni

and

Tim Parker

Seniors 135



Senior Candids...

136 Seniors
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Fall Sports
Cross Country:

The Silver Lake Boys' and Girls' Cross Country teams both finished a very

successful competitive season. The girls, led by senior captains Allison

Cleary, Chrissie Gorman, Monica Hebert, and Jenn Ricci finished with a

five and two league record and finished in a tie for second place, losing

only to league champions Barnstable and Falmouth. Meanwhile the boys

led by sophomore trio Alex Piche, Dan Gorman, and Dave Connick, and

juniors Bill Mulrain and Mike Daly also came in second place. The high-

light of the boys' season was their second place finish in the pouring rain

at the South Shore Principle's Meet.

Coach: Joe Darche A~^ 1 T,

The Silver Lake Golf Team has just finished another successful

season with a record of ten wins and six losses (9 and 5 in the

league). The highlights of the season were:

1. Coming off a rough 1-4 start to finish 10-6.

2. Qualifying for state sectionals.

3. Spending many beautiful days on a golf course!!

Coach: Eric Flaherty

Girls' Soccer:
The Girls' Soccer team finished the regular season with a 6-5-7

record and a fourth place finish in the Old Colony League. Jenna

Beltramini and Michelle Woodford captained this year's team.

The Lakers were a very young team with only three seniors. This

inexperience showed a lack of consistancy scoring goals, but the

future looks bright if the underclassmen keep improving. Good
luck and thanks to the three seniors: Jenna Beltramini, Heather

Barry, and Brynne Holland.

Coach: Bubba Ashby

Boys Socccer
The Boys' Varsity Soccer Team had a slow start this season. After the first

seven games the boys struggled with just 2 wins and 5 losses. However,

over the next 12 games, the Lakers achieved 8 wins and just 2 losses and 2

ties. The boys qualified for the tournament while finishing second in the

league for the second year in a row. The Lakers graduate six seniors

including Greg Teich, All Star Mike Hurley, Honorable Mention Mark
Gordon, Paul Maloney, Sean Kane, and Kyle Rash will also be missed next

year. Keil Milliken was rated #4 player in the league and was selected to

the Eastern Massachusetts All Star team. Coach Doyle is excited to have a

majority of returning players and notes that, "Hard work in the off season

will dictate the pace of next year's squad."

Coach: Jeff Doyle
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Football Cheer]eading:
The 2002 Varsily Football Cheerleadt'rs had a very productive year, llu'

si.]uad iindi'r the k'adership of Captains Kristin I lij^j^ins and Stacie

Shedd worked hard to increase their skill level in cheer, stunting and
gymnastics. These young women work hard to represent their school in

a positive manner on and off the cheering court.

Coach: Kathy Benash

Football:
he Laker Football team ended their season with a record of 5 wins and 6

isses. Quarterback Denis Hill and TE Bill Coveney became one of the

lost feared combinations in the league. Tlie Lakers looked to seniors:

ean Donovan, Chris Guilfoy, Ryan Nicotri, Derek Nersession, Nick

lacaluso, Kevin Whealan, Ron Coulstring, Jamie Flaherty, Tony Bagni,

ric Parks, Chris Curry, Sean Clark, and CJ Deegan to lead them to

ictory.

Coach: Dana Battista

Volleyball:
The 2002 Silver Lake Lady Spikers finished their regular season 15-

8 after rebuilding the team with eleven varsity rookies. In the very

tough Old Colony League their 8-6 league record and fourth place

finish was a pleasant surprise. All Stars senior Lauren Murphy and
junior Andrea Gardner and honorable mention Kristin Geraghty

keyed the tovigh Laker defense and hitters Kelli Reardon and Jenn

Skillings paced the offense with key hits.

Coach: Scott Turley

Field Hockey:
le 2002 Field Hockey season was very successful. The team

id a commitment to improve and a "No Regrets!" mentality.

le team finished with an outstanding record of 14 wins, 3

sses, and 3 ties. The captains Krysten Conboy and Renee

:hneider were instrumental in the team's successes. The team
IS been a pleasure to coach. As the 2003 season approaches

e team is focused and looking to improve upon this year's

:complishments.

Coach: Marlene Lopes

OCL Individual Senior

Sportsmanship Awards:

Andrew Bouley

Chrissie Gorman
Kevin Whealan

Jack McCarthy

Cross Country

Cross Country

Football

Golf

OCL League Senior All Stars

Heather Barry

Jenna Beltramini

Renee Schnieder

Tara Hostnik

Krysten Conboy
Lauren Murphy
Bill Coveney
Sean Donovan
Denis Hill

Derek Nersessian

Soccer

Soccer

Field Hockey
Field Hockey
Field Hockey
Volleyball

Football

Football

Football

Football
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Cross Coun^
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Field Hockey
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Boys Soccer
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Girls Soccer
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Qieerleading
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Football
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Wrestling
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Wmter Track
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Girls' Basketball
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Boys' Basketball
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Hockey
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UtkiCiub

CARPE
DIEM

At the annual Saturnalia m December, Mr. McCarthy .._^ ^ H ..

and students chow down on Roman style food. ^^^^ q^^^ members strike a pose in their togas and timics.

Left: Students perform skits from the ancient

Roman play "Lord Brian."

Above: The whole club gathers for a picture a1

Saturnalia.
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Captain's Council

Jf ^ CROSS COUNTRY

FIELD HOCKEY

Future Farmers of America
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Key Club

Nancy Bloomquist, Joanna Thornley,

Sara Johnson and Lisa Peterson grab a

hug from the snowman at the Faculty

Holiday Party.

The Key Club board members scrunch together for a picture.

Key Clubbers welcome people to their holiday Snowball

Dance.

President Lisa Peterson and her sister Lynn grab a

shot with Goofy at the International Convention

last summer.

Lynn Peterson and Emily Forbes at the

New England Medical Center.

174 Clubs

Kayla O'Malley, Elena Cerrai, Ashley Arrucia and Lisa

Peterson share some Key Club love.



speech and Debate

The Speech

and Debate

crew goes a

little wild in

the school

Dbby after the

New Year's

Gala.

Htetory Qub
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Foreign Exchange Students

ClTlZtN°L'5lS

Tilly Fleckenstein and Elena Cerrai

GAP
©IHERS
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Astronomy Club
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Laker Legend
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Math Team
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Silver Stars Drama

Dmp1^HV _^^ *'-lr'^ J^ll ^^^^^1

liH^ /1^ ^' '-' ~
JI^H

EIH^ ^^*m ^^' 1^H
^^^^Kl^K ^MT^' ^^ ^
1^^ ^ B ^
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&llieSLAVCrew
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NationalHonor Society

s^^ni

Above: NHS Executive Board

Below: Painting the mural for the Satellite Cafeteria

The NHS Road Race last Api
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Pep Band
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Silver Lake Aids

Guidance, Main Office, Attendance, Library

fflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl|
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DECA

ijrj-/::

R TEAK
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DANCE CLUB
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Jazz Band

Gay/Straight Alliance
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Women's Choir

i^
^ SelectChoir

a A ^ a

Best Buddies
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Student Government

Student Council Executive Board: Nicole Stone,

Greg Teich, Diedre Hussey, Andrea Vu, Kate

Schmuttenmaer, and Chrissie Gorman

Hn (%f%^^ a ^

2003 Student Council

^

tmimmmf)mt

iti|
|"i"i" |i"i

>
"i
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Class Officers:

Kelly Higgins, Courtney Knight, Erin

Johnson, Mirian Richards,

and Steve Silva.

Class Officers:

Dan Gorman, Benjamin Green,

Christian VercoUone, Brad Walker,

Ashley Ferrara, and Peter Kane

^
9 ^Of. £11 fi^H

m *i .^^^^^k

^p^ \V
R ^ ^^^^^^^Kr

yH1^^^^Km^

Class Officers:

Russel Waterhouse, Anthony

VercoUone, Tracey Clapp,

Caitlyn Ledwell, and

Caitlin McEUigott.
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Yearteok

Yearbook Staff

Yearbook Editorial Board

Katie Petrillo, Colleen Flynn, Nicole Stone, Rachael

Michaud, Erica Polleys
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Tracy Ann,

It's been such a joy watching you mature, seeing you become the wonderful

person you are. May all your dreams come true. You're loved more than you
could ever imagine.

Love, Mom and Michael (Dad)

Tracy Sawtelle
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"Hev! V\e been vwiiting a Umt; tinu' tor this parking space!"

Nathan -

You have been such a gift. Congratulations

on a job well done. You have worked so

hard! We love you. Remember I Corinthians

16:13,14.

All our love.

Mom, Dad, Jed and Cory

Nathan Palmer

Jessie,

I can't believe you're graduating. My baby
girl has grown into a smart and very pretty

young woman. I'm so proud of you. I will

always be there for you. Be happy and think

positive thoughts.

Love, Mom

Jessie Caron

Ashley,

Your father and I are so very proud of you. You
have grown up to become a beautiful young lady.

Wherever your life takes you we will always be here

for you. Just be happy and as sweet as you already

are.

We love you!

Mom & Dad
P.S. Jillian will be honored to take over your bed-

room.

Ashley Duncan

Good Job Michael

You embraced these last 12 years with hard

work and determination. All your work
will not go unrewarded. Face the next 4

with the same determination but do not

forget to have fun and enjoy life. We are all

proud of you.

Love, Mom, Dad, Matthew and Timothy

Michael Bruso

Diana Johnson

PHOTOGRAPHY
Specializing in Portraiture

Senior Pictures

Beach

Holiday

Family

Pets

Phone: 781-585-1874

Duxbury MA
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KABRIN,
At a very young age, WE DEPENDED ON YOU!

It should have been the other way around but it

seems from the moment you were born you dis-

played a level of maturity beyond your years.

While Mom worked and Dad took on the role as

Mr. Mom, we couldn't have made it without you!

You shouldered more responsibility than one could

ever imagine.

We waited for you to depend on us..., waited...,

and waited, but your independence only grew stron-

ger! Now you have grown to be an even more re-

sponsible adult and you will soon be on your own.

Kabrin, we want you to know how grateful we are to

have you as our daughter and please, if nothing else,

know that YOU CAN ALWAYS DEPEND ON US!

CONGRATULATIONS,
WE ARE SO PROUD OF YOU!

LOVE,
MOM AND DAD

Kabrin,

After all these years, thanks for

there for me. I'm going to miss

out and good times. Good luck

I'll be coming to visit!

Love, Kelsey

alwyas being

our nights

in college.

Kabrin Caliri

Graduation day has finally arrived.

Where has all the time gone?

Though time has seemed to slip away from us

The cherished memories we have shared together

Will always be in our hearts.

Thank you for being the person you are today.

We will always be proud of you.

Love always

Mom & Dad
Michelle, Meghan, Nathan

HOSS
P.S. Is your honiework all done?

Michael Fencer

Sarah,

You have become a beautiful,

determined young woman. Al-

ways be true to yourself. We're

very proud of you!

Love- Mom, Dad & Kiel

Sarah Maurath
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Dolly,

Climb high, climb far

Your goal, the sky

Your aim, the stars.

We're proud of you.

"Congratulations''

Love,

Mom Dad Eric

Adam, Dean, & Apollo

Jenna Beltramini

John,

Where have the years gone?

Didn't you just start preschool?

We are so proud of the won-
derful person you have become.

Keep growing in every way- keep

reaching for the stars- don't slow

down. Promise to always wear

that beautiful smile- it makes the

world a happier place! We love

you!

Love,

Mom, Dad, Matt, and

Michelle

John Zagrodny
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DEN,
FROM THE DAY YOU WERE
BORN YOU WERE SO VERY SPE-

CIAL. IT'S IMPOSSIBLE FOR US
TO PUT INTO WORDS HOW WE
FEEL AS WE WATCH YOU
GROW UP AND BECOME THE
WONDERFUL, CARING YOUNG
MAN THAT YOU HAVE BE-

COME. YOUR LAUGHTER,
SMILE, AND THOUGHTFUL-
NESS MAKE YOU THE SPECIAL
PERSON THAT YOU ARE. CON-
TINUE TO WORK HARD AND
BE RESPECTFUL OF OTHERS
AND WATCH ALL YOUR
DREAMS COME TRUE. WE
LOVE YOU ''CHIEF'\

LOVE,
MOM & DAD

Dennis Redd)
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ASHLEY,
WE KNEW WHEN YOU WERE BORN AT A LITTLE OVER 2 LBS THAT YOU WERE A FIGHTER AND IF YOU
MADE IT THROUGH THAT YOU WOULD BE ABLE TO ACHIEVE AND ACCOMPLISH ANYTHING, AND
HAVE DONE THAT, ALTHOUGH IT HASN'T BEEN EASY FOR YOU.
YOU GIVE OF YOURSELF UNCONDITIONALLY AND YOUR BEAUTY IS SO DEEP THAT IT RADIATES
THROUGH YOUR EYES, SMILE, AND FACE.
THROUGH YOUR DETERMINATION AND HARD WORK YOU HAVE AND WILL CONTINUE TO MAKE
YOUR DREAMS COME TRUE. YOU ARE THE APPLE OF OUR EYES AND WE ARE SO VERY PROUD OF
YOU. WE KNOW THAT YOU WILL SUCCEED IN WHATEVERY YOU DO. WE LOVE YOU "GEORGE".

LOVE,
MOM & DAD

Ashley Reddy
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Congratulations Lauren

YouVe always done it your way
and weVe always been proud of you.

You follow your dreams.

You follow your heart.

Enjoy life's adventure.

We love you.

Mom and Dad

Lauren Kilnapp

Natasha,

We're very proud of you and wish you
all the very best in the future. May all

your dreams come true! Congratula-

tions! (You made it!)

Love, Mom, Dad and Danielle

Natasha Lauria

Congratulations on all your achievements

over the past 12 years, and we wish the best

for you in the years to come.

Love, Mom & Dad
Rebecca Yeaton

Sean - We are very proud of you. Congratula-

tions. We know you will go on to create a

wonderful future for yourself.

All our love. Mum & Dad
Sean Donovan

Andrea,

Didn't you come to bring us a sense

of wonder...

....a pretty ballerina; her hair so

brilliant that it hurt my eyes...

To our tiny dancer - Always hold us

close to your heart as you begin this

new and exciting part of your life.

Love Always ~ Mom, Da, and Glenn
Andrea Griffin
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Katie

Time to celebrate.

Congratulations.

We're so proud of you!

Love,

Mom, Dad, Kelly, & Kerri-Ann

Katie Mullin

Chrissie,

Congratulations on all you
have accomplished. Good luck

in the future.

Love,

Mom, Dad, Dan, & Jim

Chrissie Gorman

To our baby w^ho has

brought us joy everyday!

Congratulations!

Love, Dad, Mom, & Angela

Amanda Clancy

Derek,

It seems like yesterday when you
started football and didn't want to go to

practice, but you never gave up.

Touchdown!!! You made it. You are a

very determined, smart, & handsome,

oh, and the best son & brother anyone

could ask for.

We love you.

Mom, Dad, Jaime, Danny

Derek Nersessian
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Kellen,

We saved the best for last!

Love,

David, Shane, Mom & Dad

Kellen Murphy

Lyssie-

Time flies when you're having fun. We
can't believe that you have gone
through twelve years of school aready

Keep following your dreams.

We Love You!

Mom, Dad & Rae

Alvssa Juliani

RONNIE,
Once upon a time you

were our little boy.

Now you've grown int

a fine young man!

You have a GOOD
HEART...

You have the Brains to

GO FAR...

You also have our

LOVE & SUPPORT...

No matter where you

ARE.

1 ALL OUR LOVE,
^ MOM & DAD

"RINALDI"
We're right behind you.

Love Ya, Ken & Keith

"Congratulations" Love Kellie :) Ronald Couistri,

Marcus,

We wish you happiness, health, jc

and love as you attain your

dreams.

Love, Mom, Dad, Bill,

Maura and Erin

Marcus Gly
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)ear Lynsey,

ealize your dreams, make them come true. You hold the keys

) your future, just open the door, step in, and make it happen.

All our Love, Mom, Dad, Kara and Mark
P.S. The Wild West folks called, "They don't need you".

Lynsey Vacchino

Shirley,

Congratulations, You made it.

All our love.

Mom, Dad & Spencer

Stacie Shedd

Christopher Jeremy Guilfoy

You've made it! We are so proud of

you! A new journey awaits you. Al-

ways do your best and good things

will come your way! Enjoy!!!

We love you. Dad, Mom, Mike and

Sam
XOXO

Christopher Guilfov

Congratulations on your graduation!

We are very proud of you and the per-

son you have become. You have come
very far and now there is no limit to

where you can go. The future is in your

hands, go for it!

All our love. Mom, Dad and Tara

Robert Costanzo
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A.J.

"Choose a job you love, and you will never

have to work a day in your life." -Anon.

Congratulations to a great son. May you
have the best of everything that life has to

offer.

Love,

Mom, Dad & Sarah

Albert Marchionne

Larissa,

Congratulations! We love you
and are very proud of you. May
all your dreams come true!

Love, Dad, Mum, Steve,

Trevor and Kyle

Larissa D'Sou

Jill

We are so proud of the indepen-

dent, bright young w^oman you
have become. You are a won-
derful daughter and friend. Al-

w^ays stay true to yourself.

We love you!

Mom, Dad and Sean
Jill Candlish

Cristen,

We have always been and always will

be very proud of you.

Love you.

Mom, Dad, Jacqui, & Mike cnsten shus
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David-

Use your gifts from God through your

words, mind and spirit, and you'll make
a difference, big or small ~ We love

you!!!

Mom, Dad, Katelyn, Zeke, Jenne, Nanny
& Papa, & Nana.
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Tanya,

You were my precious baby girl who
has turned into a beautiful young

woman. Congratulations!! You will al-

ways be my precious little girl!

Love you.

Forever and always

Mom
xoxo

To the girl who kept me young with

all her friends and activities. Good
luck world, here she comes.

Luv Waynoo!

Tanya Chafe

Renee,

At the beginning there was chicken noodle soup, peanut butter sandwiches,

and Uncle Billy. As time went on there was clarinet lessons, tuna sandwiches,

and an alarm clock you wouldn't shut off! Before we knew it you were driving,

going to work, and playing field hockey. Now you're graduating and going off

to college. We are so proud of you. Reach out for the stars and don't be a twit.

Love Mom & Dad, Jon

Molly, Heather , Dan I

Renee Sckneidei''
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Dear Monica,

You have made it hard

to follow in your footsteps!

Congratulations and good luck!

Melanie

Monica,

When you were a baby we were able to toss

you into the air and catch you safely. Al-

though we can no longer shelter you from

all life's obstacles you need to know your

family will always be there for you. We
have watched you grow into a caring, gener-

ous, and strong young woman, a fine athlete

and outstanding person, always ready with

an encouraging word. As you begin a new
and exciting chapter in your life, remember
to love the moment but never lose sight of

the big picture, the true meaning of life. Use
your intelligence wisely, it is your gift. You
have never ceased to brighten our lives. ..and

it is with deep love and tremendous pride

that we congratulate you on the person that

you have become.

Loads of love from your number one fans!

Mom, Dad, Marc, and Melanie

Monica Hebert
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Dearest Stephanie,

You are truly one of a kind. Your sense of

humor and love for life are like no other.

Please, don't ever change, we love you just

the way you are. It was a long hard road for

you, but you did it just like we knew you

would. Follow your dreams and don't let

anything get in your way. Always know that

we are here for you and will support you in

all your choices. We love you so much and are

so very proud of you.

Love Always & Forever,

Mom and Melinda

XOXOXOXO

Stephanie Da\'enpc

JUMP HIGHER, CURTIS, JUMP
HIGHER!

USE YOUR TALENTS AND
LOVE LIFE!!

WITH LOVE AND PRIDE,

MOM & DAD
Curtis Edwards

I hope you still feel small when you

stand beside the ocean. Whenever one

door closes, I hope one more opens.

Promise me that you'll give faith a

fighting chance and when you get the

chance to sit it out or dance... I hope you

dance!! May the force be with you.

All our love. Mom, Manny, Dad,

Mr. Finnegan.

Stacy Varitin'!
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You have grown to be so sweet

and wonderful for all to see.

We are very proud parents.

Thank you for being you.

With all our love and best wishes, ^

Mom and Dad

Amanda Foley

Its hard to believe our little princess has

grown up so fast. We're so proud of

the young woman you've become.

Take time in choosing the path that you

willfollow and always remember the one

that takes you home.

We love you ahuays and forever,

Mom, Dad, and Ryan

"Daughters hold our hands

for awhile, but our hearts

forever.

"

Margaret Connors
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Jillian,

Words can't begin to express how
truly proud of the wonderful, focused,

intelligent, and most of all, caring

woman you have become.

Congratulations ! !

!

We Love You,

Mom & Dad

"People who attempt the difficult of-

ten attain the impossible."

Jillian Calna

Congratulations A.J.!

We are so proud of all you have

accomplished! Your dedication to hard

work will pave your way to success.

We wish you a lifetime of happiness,

good health, and much love.

We love you!

Mom, Dad, Rachel, Jessica,

&Jeff

Andrew Boulev
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Reach for the stars!

Andrew Bouley & Emily McCoy
|



Dear Jamie,

From the moment you were

born, all of us knew that we were

blessed with a special person in

our lives. What none of us knew
was how proud you'd make us,

and how caring you'd be

towards others. We love you very

much and will always support

you. Especially your angel Nana
Dee.

Love you always.

Mom, Mike, Dad,

Nana, Papa, Jarre H.,

Justin, Kayla, and Kelsey.

Jamie Flaherty

w,^

Korey-

Congratulations!

May your dreams come true.

We love you!

Mom, Dad, Shannon, Kayla,

Stephanie, Kerri, & Jackie

Korey Graney

Jessica,

Congratulations!

At times it wasn't easy, but we
knew you could do it. We are so

proud of the beautiful young

lady you have become. Keep up
the good work!

Love, Mom& Steve

Jessica Johnston
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Dan,

You a

famil

you,

to ch(

you a

re a joy and an inspiration

y~ a true gift. We are so pre

and our wish is that you co

srish every day of the journ

ilways have.

Love,

Mom, Dad, and Jon

to our

)ud of

ntinue

ey as

Daniel Platz
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"Do What You Are"

Love,

Mom, Dad, Alyssa & Brian

Denis Hill

Don't let life box you in.

See what life offers.

Step outside the boundaries.

Be passionate.

Reach for the beyond.

We are proud of you.

Love, Mom and Dad
Andrew Svriala
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To Ryan

May the road rise

up to meet you, may
the wind be always

at your back, may
the sun shine warm
upon your face, the

rains fall soft upon

your fields and until

fwe meet again. May
H God hold you in the

H^palm of His hand.

Love always.

Mom, Dad,

Samantha, Hannah

Rose and Joseph

/

Ryan Mahoney

We're very proud of you

and the wonderful person

you've become.

Lots of Love,

Happiness,

& Success

Mom & Dad

Scott Haggerty
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Invitation by Shel Silverstein

Tf you are a dreamer, come in,

I f you are a dreamer, a wisher, a liar,

A hoper, a prayer, a magic bean buyer...

If you're a pretender, come sit by my fire

For we have some flax-golden tates to

spin.

Come in!

Come in!

To Nicki

Our wonderful, beautiful dreamer!

We are so proud of you now and forever.

Take the world's invitation and continue

to be the best dreamer ever!

We love you - Mom, Dad, Jess & Ants

Micole Hart

^auren.

May your Dreams continue as

ilive and as beautiful as you
are.

Love, Mom and Dad
Lauren Murph)'

Heather,

You have always brought great joy

to our lives. ..as you embark on life's

exciting journey please know that

we will always be there with love

and support.

Love Always, Mom and Dad

Heather Barry
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A child could not be loved more!

Share all that you are with everyone you meet.

And let God guide your life.

Love- Mom, Dad and Matt

Nicole Stone

Stacy, Thanks for being so easy

on us (Except for the driving
#"

lessons.) You are a wonderfu
\

'

daughter and a great sister and

we are so proud of you. We can

remember when you were 3-

^ 'low happy you were singing

and dancing. Stay Happy! Sing
iraWOK

and dance through life and do
• well on the good, leaiii from the

'^%
Dad. God Bless You Punkin,

Love,

Mom, Dad & Shane

Stacy McAuliffe
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Congratulations

JUSTINA ROSE
We couldn't be prouder or more fortunate

to be blessed with a daughter as wonderful as you
Love, Mom and Dad

Justina Finocchi

To our God-given precious

boy- You have your own mind
and always have. When you

were three years old, we knew
you would grow up to be

strong willed and independent.

We love you madly and for-

ever. Your dreams are all

ahead of you.

Put your mind to it and you can make it happen.

Love, Mom and Dad

Brian Muise
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Congratulations Katie!!! Although it may have seemed forever for this day to come, it still

went by way too fast. We know you've been waiting for this day so bad but just remember

YOU hold the key to your own happiness. We are so proud of what a beautiful lady you've

grown into. Remember, you can achieve anything you put your mind to. Set your goals and

go for it. Today is the first day of the rest of your life and don't look back, you're not going

that way. Wishing you everything good in your life from here on out. We love you and God
Bless —~ Mom, Jerry and Paul

Katie Dahlen

Bobby,

CongratLilationsI! Don't let anything

stand in your way! Reach for the stars

and keep smiling. We are so very

proud of you.

Love, Mom, Dad & Katie

Robert Guilford

Cheryl Froio and Shayna Melberg

BFF

I am very proud of the beautiful young lady

you have become both inside and out.

I love you very much.

Love, Mom

Simple moments have turned into pleasur-

able times. My pumpkin has shined through

everyone. Fm so proud of you.

Love, Mom

Shavna Melbei I Froio
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Dcincing liirough the house since you learned to

walk

Singing along with the radio since you could talk

Music is a big part of who you are

As long as you follow your heart you will go far

Determination and dedication have helped you
achieve your best

Practice, practice, practice get you to shine above

the rest

As you go off to make your dreams come true

We will alw^ays be here to love and support you
Love, Dad & Mom

Sis,

Good luck in everything you do. Your

hardwork and dedication w^ill take you far in life.

Believe me, once you get your mind set, there is no
stopping you. You are so unique and special -

never change. Love, Tracey

Kristin Geraghty

From a little girl to a wonderful

young woman happens in such

a short time. We have enjoyed

being beside you every step of

the way. So proud we are, to

have such a bright, beautiful

and compassionate daughter

whose future has no bound-

aries with abilities such as

yours.

All our love.

Dad & Mom
Stephanie Opachinski
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Dear Grace Hallie, From monster squad to prom dresses. It has been a delight to watch you grow.

Keep away from those who would belittle your ambitions and know you will be great. Remember
to take note of all the lessons ahead of you. Those who wish to sing will always find a song. We are

now and always will be proud of you. Love and God Bless. Mom and Dad

Dear Grace, From across the miles, much love and pride in having you for a grandaughter.

Grandpa says a new nickname will have to be found, "Fat ankles" will not do anymore. God Bless

and keep you. Take all our love with you. Nanna and Grandpa

Dear Grace, Your beautiful smile will last in my mind forever.

God Bless, Love Grandma

Gracie, You're finally there! Believe me time goes by so fast. Enjoy every moment to the fullest.

Approach everything with the charm and "Grace" you always do and the world will be yours.

Times may change and people will come and go, but I will always be here for you. Love Dee

Grace, Congratulations and Good Luck! We will always be here for you. Love your big brothers,

Justin and Adam

Dear Grace, Remember all you have learned from others. Be someone who holds her head high.

Don't be afraid to take chances, of course don't forget "the little meatball standing on the corner."

Love from Arizon, Aimt Karen and Uncle Tom

Grace, You are ending one journey and starting another. We know you will do great things. We will

smile and think we knew she could do it! Love Aunt Noreen and Uncle John

Dear Grace, You have achieved a great reward and your family's reward is sharing your accomplish-

ments. We want you to know that you are a wonderful person and deserve the most incredible

rewards. Your family will always support your decisions for the future. Love Uncle Mark and Aunt
Holly

Dear Gracie, May the wind be always at your back. We love you. God Bless Aunt Florrie, Uncle Ed
and Bridgett

Dear Grace, You have grown into a wonderful person and deserve onlythe best life has to offer. We
are sure you will excel in the future. We are so proud of you. Love Aunt Maureen, Uncle Steve,

Danny, Clementine, Jesse and Stevie Grace Demison
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Michael,

He achieves success who lives

well, laughs often and loves

much. Congratulations Mike!

We love you.

Mom, Dad, Dan, Chris & Jackie
Michael Hurley

Kevin,

The future doesn't lie ahead of you,

waiting to happen.

It lies deep inside of you, waiting to

be discovered.

Congratulations!

!

We love you! Mom, Dad & Danielle
Kevin Silvey

Son ~

You are loved for the little boy you were

For the special man you are now and

For the wonderful son you will always be.

Thank you for the miracle of you...

You are, and always will be,

the love of our life.

We will love you...

Always,

Mom & Dad

Wishing you peace today-

Within you and around you -

You're Precious!

I love you.

Grandma XO

Kyle: I am blessed to have a little brother like

you - stay close always. Love, Lauren (sis)

Kvle Rash
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Congratulations on your graduation

day! We're proud of you!

Love,

Corey, Linda, Katie, Mom & Dad
& (GIZ)

Scott Woodward

Beautiful

Reach out

Youthful Innocence

Never Give Up
Natural Ability

Everlasting Memories....

Then, Now, & Forever,

Love Mom & Dad
(Your Papa is smiling)

Brynne Holland

Sara,

Choose your path and know that you

go with our love and support and our

arms always open...Congratulations!

Love, Mom & Dad
Heidi & Andy

Sara Sanderson

Nicole,

I know you can do anything

you want. All you have to do

is work for it.

Love,

Ryan

Nic,

Congratulations! You did it!

Good luck in the future with

whatever path you may
choose. I know you will be

successful.

Luv,

Stef

Nicole,

To the baby in our family who always knew her

own mind and told it like it was. You're a bright,

funny, talented, and sensitive young woman.
You could always make us laugh with your

stories and impressions. You know what you

want, and with your strong will and determina-

tion you can do anything. NEVER give up and

have faith in yourself. We love you very much
and will always be here for you no matter what!

Love You Always,

Mom and Dad

Nicole Godfrey
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Toot Newt

—

YouVe come a long way
from instructional. We are so

proud of you. Always stay

the wonderful, honest per-

son that you are today. Dad
and I wish you the best in

whatever it is you decide to

do. I hope your Senior year

has been full of fun that you
will always remember.

Love,

Mom & Dad
Todd Costa #75

Todd Costa

We'll love you forever.

We'll like you for always.

As long as you're living.

Our babies you'll be!

XOXO Mum & Dad

Colleen & Sean Flyrai

Moving through the years, always

striving for something new. You are

a strong young lady and will make it

far in life. Nothing has held you

back from acheiving what you set

your mind to. Congratulations on 12

successful years!

Love Mom, Dad, Kelly & Kayla

Kristin Higgins
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Lindsay,

YOU are my SUNSHINE.
LIVE each day to the fullest.

LOVE with all your heart.

SING with all your soul.

REACH for your wildest dreams

THANKS for the JOY you've given

WE will always be here for you

Love, Mom
Frank

Mike

Matt

Evan

Alyson

Lindsay Garuti

"...that our of His glorious riches He
may strengthen you with power...so

that Christ may dwell in your

heart...to know this love that surpasses

knowledge..." - Ephesians 3:16-19

Congratulations Matthew!

Matthew Bean
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Congratulations Jeff

We're proud of you!

Keep smiling...

Love,

Mom, Ba, Marcia and ALL

Jeffrey Nguyen



Marguerite Insolia

Use all your gifts to be a light

Marguerite my love, always know how very precious you are

to God and to us.

Mom & Papa

By the way, Jimmy sends his love.

Marguerite Insolia
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Nicole,

You have grown up so fast, from an adorable, curious

baby, to a curious toddler. Then you spent hours writing

your little novellettes. You are just the best young lady a

parent could rejoice in. WeVe seen you grow into a very

intelligent and hard-working young person there is. Keep
up the good work and we are sure that you will attain the

goal you want to reach. Mora and Dad are behind you
100% + -

With lots of love and pride,

xxooxxooxxoo
Mom & Dad

^\is:

Nicole,

We are so proud of your

accomplishments; mere
words can't explain our

pride in you.

Lots and Lots of Love,

Mom
Nicole Williamson
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Siuill),

CongrafulntitMis to our litlK' biMwn-eyod girl!

YiHir /est for lite diid desire to lenrn havo always

astounded us! Your strength, compassion, and

generosity are amazing. You truly ha\e the ability

to be or do whatever you wish!

Watching you grow into such a magnificent young
lady has been a great gift and blessing. God never

created a better daughter, friend or sister! Thank
you for all the love, laughter, and joy that you have

brought to our lives. Enjoy your college years and
the bright future which awaits you. And yes-we

hope you dance!

All our love.

Mom & Dad

Casey,

You're a great sister and also my best friend! I love

you so mucli! Good luck in college!

I'll miss you.

Always, Tori

Casey Bethay

Kimmy,

Congratulations to our "baby" on her

graduation. You've grown into a beau-

tiful young lady and we are all very

proud of you. May all your dreams
come true.

Love, Mom, Dad, Amy & Michelle

Kimberly Gray

Dear Stephanie,

We are so proud of you and your

commitment to the pursuit of excel-

lence in school and as an individual!

You are a shining star! Go for those

dreams, and know that respect and
kindness will follow those who hold

these in their hearts.

We love you
Dad & Mom

Stephanie Enemark
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~*Sean*~

"Believe in Yourself"

Set your standards high

You deserve the best.

Try for what you want
And never settle for less.

Believe in yourself

No matter what you choose.

Keep a winning attitude

And you can never lose.

Think about your destination

But don't worry if you stray

Because the most important thing

Is what you've learned along the way.

Take all that you've become
To be all that you can be.

Soar above the clouds

And let you dreams set you free.

with love,

-Mom & Dad

(Poem by - Jillian K. Hunt)
Sean Allen
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Kcitclin,

You've done so

much in your

life. It is hard to

believe that you

are graduating

high school. It

seems like yes-

terday that you

made us proud

when you were born. You've made us

so proud again! Congratulations! The

best is yet to come for you.

Love,

Mom, Dad & Jennifer

Katelin Kilgallon

Rachael Michaud

We love you and are very

proud of you.

Love,

Mom, Dad, and Joe
Rachael Michaud

1 hope you never lose your sense of

wonder
You get your fill to eat

But always keep that hunger

May you never take one single breath

for granted

God forbid love ever leave you empty
handed

I hope you still feel small

When you stand by the ocean

Whenever one door closes, I hope one

more opens

Promise you'll give fate a fighting

chance

To my little sister!

I'm very proud of you. You couldn't

have turned out any better! I love

you with all my heart!

Congratulations

Love your Big Sis,

Christine

Jessica FucUlo
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Katelyn,

You did it!

Keep reaching for the

stars and keep a

Httle music in your Hfe.

We are so proud of you.

Love,

Mom, Dad and Paul

Katelvn Hart

Meg,

Congratulations! We're proud of all your

accomplishments and of the person you
have become. Best of luck in the future.

We love you.

Mom, Dad, & Charlie

Meghan Kelly

Congratulations, Jim

We are very proud of you.

Love,

Mom, Dad, Laurie, and John

Jim Bowen
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ELIZABETH, LIZ, LIZZIE, LIZZO

Our girl of many names

and moods who always keeps us

on our toes!! You make us laugh

and are a joy to be around.

You are a VERY SPECIAL young

woman. We are so proud of all

you have achieved and wish you

success in whatever you choose to

do. You are a great daughter,

a wonderful sister, and a loyal friend.

WE LOVE YOU!
Mom, Dad, and Chris

G-R-R-R-OWL~ Rocky
Elizabeth Brady

Chuck
We're

very

proud

of

all

your

accomplishments

.

Keep reaching for

your achievements!

Love, Mom, Dad, Andy &
Eric.

Chuck Baracchini

Stephen,

Always be the best you can

be. We are so proud of the young
man you have become. We love you

niore than you will ever know.

Love,

Mom and Dad

Stephen Barbuto
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You are like a daughter to me. I

am so proud of you--your

accomplishments, determination

and perseverance, the goals

you have set for yourself. You are an

inspiration to us all! Reach for the ..

stars, Em, they are there for the

taking. You have a great future

and a wonderful life ahead of you.

Enjoy! Have a great time in

college. I miss you already!

I love you.

Auntie Claire

Hi Em,
Wow, it's hard for me to believe

that you are leaving high school

and I am happy that I will be

there to see you graduate. You

have always been conscientious

about everything and I am sure

that will continue in your college

years. You are wonderful

granddaughter and I want to

wish you lots of luck and

happiness in the future. I love

you very much.

Your Gram

Dear Em,
Honey, what can I say except that

we can't believe you are graduating

and leaving us. But the time has

come and we know everything will be

wonderful for you. Words could never

express how much we truly admire

you and your accomplishments. With

the qualities you possess anything is

possible, Em! Never lose your sense

of humor and wherever life takes you

remember you will always have our

love and support. We love you E!

Congratulations

!

Love, Mom, Dad, and Meg

Emilv McCoy
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Bryn:

Our little Princess...think

big, dream on, work hard

and future is all yours.

We are all so proud of you!

Love,

Mom, Dad, and Max

Bryn Schockett

Congratulations

Kathleen!

We are very proud of you!

Love from your

Mom and Dad

Kathleen Broderick

Brave

Inquisitive

Loving

Loyal

Youthful

Mother, Father, Sister, Grandma, Aunts

^^^Wl1
1 .
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Billv Costa
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Jenn,

Thank you for being who you are. Your strong will,

integrity compassion for life and your hope and faith

in God are all qualities that we admire about you.

Your ability to stay focused and to not give up on life

when faced with some of life's greatest hurdlers has

been truly remarkable. You have set your goals high,

worked diligently and have achieved so many
accomplishments. We know that wherever life's

journey takes you, you will do fine. For in our eyes

you have already soared with the Eagles.

We are so very proud of the beautiful young woman
that you have become.

May God Be With You Always,

Love,

Mom & Dad

Jennifer Ricci
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Soiiu' i.1ii\s <1 breeze

Willing; tci ciinqiier

Each task with ease

So out in tu this world

^ our lioacied to mv son

Knowing your Ufe

Has just begun

Be proud ot yourselt

And all that you'll be

For you are a treasure

In our family

Congratulations and Good Luck

To our wonderful son

Who has already made us so proud!

We Love you!

Love, Dad, Mom, Jennifer, Nicholas, Timothy, and Mimi
Bepa will shine on you always!

Jeff Fox

Linny,

You fill our lives with happi-

ness. You will always be our little

girl.

CONGRATULATIONS!
Love,

Mom, Dad,

and Melissa

^ li >

_i%
Lindsay Young

Congratulations Charlie

We are so proud of the caring.

Sensitive, witty, and loving person

You have become.

May all your dreams come true.

With Much Love,

Dad, Mom, and Susan

Charles Tinkham
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''What lies behind and what Hes before us are tiny matters

compared to what Hes within us/'

Robert -

Always stay true to yourself. You are sensitive, kind and caring to others.

Whatever your choices may be for the future we support you with our love and

prayers. We love you and are proud of the person you have become.

"Keep smiling"

Love Mom, Dad, and Brian

Robert Gobell

Rita,

We love you so, and are so

proud to have you as daughter

and friend.

Love Mom, Dad & Max
Rita Shaffer

Emma:
To my ray of sunshine.

May your smile always shine.

May your heart always care.

Success will follow

Love, Mom & Dad
A AW\-^i

'V-

s^-s vV-.;

Emma Young
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Shelly Ann
I never knew how deeply one could love another until the day you arrived...

You have so much to share with the world and a zest to do so!

Keep things simple, and be true to yourself, remember all the things that have

brought you joy...

'May you find comfort in your Faith, Family and Friends in the difficult days you
will endure."

And always know my Pride for you is Immeasurable!

Love, Mom
Shellv Nelson

Congratulations Michael!

You are an exceptional person,

and we are truly blessed to

have you in our lives.

Your keen intelligence, wit,

insight, and sense of fair play

are just some of the many at-

tributes that will serve you well

in your future endeavors!

Have faith in yourself, and ev-

erything else will fall into place.

Love,

Mom, Dad, Brian, Grammy &
Nana

Michael Ahlstedt
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Our Beautiful Baby Girl

has grown up. We couldn't

be more proud. Jade, you
are a wonderful person.

You're funny, smart, beauti-

ful and kind. We know
whatever goals you set for

your future you will achieve

them. We want you to know
that we'll always be here for

you. May all your wishes

come true.

Congratulations

!

We love you
Mom, Dad, Brooks & Kerrie

Jade Steffy

You were but two heart beats, two minutes apart and now
you're leaving for an exciting new start. We wish you love.

We wish you luck - Even though it will cost twice the buck!

Love, Mom & Dad

Brenna & Krista Forde
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We will always treasure a heart-full of

memories of "our little boy." With ev-

ery day that passes, our pride deepens

our appreciation grows for the wonder-

ful young man you have become...

We are very proud of you and love you

very much!!

Love, Mom & Dad

Ryan:

Thank you for al-

ways being such a

great brother. You

have always been

supportive to me
and I hope you

know how much I

love you.

Good luck in college,

I know you will love

it!!

I will miss you.

Love, Heather

Rvan Nicotri
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Greg,

We want to "thank you" for all you

support, enthusiasm, and friendship. You
cheered us on when we would fall and

when we were feeling down you gave us

a call, always ready with an encouraging

word. You have an infectious, positive

attitude and a mature sense of fairness

well beyond your years. Even when you

disagree with people, you are always

courteous and respectful.

Your kindness, sincerity, and unselfish

ways will be remembered by many for a

long time. Soon we all have to leave this

place and go on our separate ways and

it's good that we all leave together be-

cause Silver Lake won't be the same with-

out you. "Good luck Greg" from all your

friends in the Class of 2003!
Greg Teich

Lisa - We are so very proud of you. Since the

day you were born, you have showed us

what your heart holds. Your compassion,

thoughtfulness, love, and dedication are all

qualities you possess that we cherish.

Follow your dreams and we know that you

will create your own trail.

You are a beautiful and wonderful

daughter, Lisa. W

"Do not go where the path may
lead, go instead where there

isn't a path and leave a trail."

~ Ralph Waldo Emerson

Congratulations

!

Love Always and

Forever,

Mom & Dad ?

Lisa Peterson
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To Kate,

There are so many things we want for yoii,

so many wishes in our heart

as we watch you grow in to your own Ufe

and leave your childhood behind...

We wish you a world of adventure and a life

filled with happiness and love...

And your greatest wish is that you will

always remember
how much you are loved—

for you are a beautiful, special person

and we are proud to have you as a daughter

and a sister.

Congratulations

with love from Dad, Mom, PJ and Jenn

143

Ktite McCarthy

^'!^ fi'i^' .«

Congratulations Caitlin. Keep that

smile forever. Make the best of what
you have and life will reward you. We
are, and always have been, very proud

of our little girl.

GO GET 'EM, CAITE!

Love, Mom, Dad & Craig

Caitlin O'Hara

Kacie,

You'll always be our star

and....

Forever in our Hearts,

Mom & Dad

Kacie Dietrich
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Tara,

Congratulations

!

You should be very proud of yourself

for all of your accomplishments -

We are!!

We love you
Love,

Mom, Dad, Chris & Kelsey

Tara Hoslnik

Shawn,

You are a wonderful son, an

excellent brother and a loyal

friend. We are proud of you.

Love, Dad, Mom & Jesse

Shawn Uillier

Ryan- "He
achieves success

who lives well,

laughs often, and

loves much...who
leaves the world

better than he

finds it...who
always looks for

the best in others

and gives them
the best he has."

Ry- We are so proud of you, not only

as a son and brother, but also as the

w^onderful person you've become.
Always be true to yourself and listen

to your heart.

We love you.

Dad, Mum, Amy, April

Ryan King

Krysten, all your hard work
has paid off. You're a beauti-

ful person and we are very

proud of you. You make us

smile.

Love, Mom, Dad, Gayle and

Jayne
Krysten Conboy
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Kevin-

Congratulations!

We're so proud of you.

You've brought more hap-

piness, joy and laughs into

our lives than you'll ever

know.

Alw^ays follow your heart,

it won't steer you wrong.

Believe in yourself, we do.

And follow your dreams.

Knock 'em dead sweetie!

Love, Mom & Lauren
Kevin McGrath

Amanda,
Congratulations on your gradu-

ation! The world is opening up
for you. Always shoot for the

highest goal. We are confident

you will achieve it.

Most of all, stay true to yourself

and what you believe in. You are

a special and unique person. We
feel grateful to have had you as

our daughter.

We love you and want the best

for you. Above all, your happines.

Love, Mom & Dad

Amanda Mulloney
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Dear Meghan,

To our first born daughter;

Our Mae Mae, the strong-willed little

beauty who knows her own mind.

You are a wonderful daughter; a loving

sister and a caring friend. Always there

to lend a hand and a smile for everyone.

We are so proud of you and hope that

all you wish for will come true. Follow

your own star. So much is waiting for

you.

Our love and support will always be

here for you.

CONGRATULATIONS!
Love Always,

Mom, Dad, Sean and Brianna

Meghan Larkin

Congratulations

Lisa!

We are so proud

of you!

Love,

Mom, Dad,

Georgie & Matt

Lisa Drummev
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To my little Adrienne I always dreamed of having:

You are so talented in all of the activities youVe done over

the years. I am so very proud of the woman youVe become.

We love you always, Dren.

Love, Mommy & Ashley

Adrienne Bump

Congratulations Jill!

We're very proud of all your

accomplishments. We all

love you. Good luck in your

college studies and track.

ji^^-

Love,

Mom, Dad, Megan,

Lisa and Mary

Jill Scanlan
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Dear Meg,

You have grown into such an amazing young
woman. Your compasson, tenderness, under-

standing, warmth, and honesty make you a truly

beautiful person. You have learned to conquer

your fears and to overcome obstacles. We know
that you will succeed in whatever you choose to

do and we are all so proud of you!!!! For all who
know you, you've made this world a brighter

place!

The world is yours to

explore...

Walk gently.

And Shine On!!!

Congratulations!

Lots & Lots & Lots of Love

Mom, Bob, Kate, Dad, Winnie, Katie, Teddy, Grandma,
Grandpa, Grammy, Grampy, Great Gram Topazio, Bob,

Ginny, Bettye, Judge Hassett, Angela, Paula and

Charlene

Me'ghan Robinson

TO: Erik John

Forever our son,

always our sunshine,

wishing you happy
tomorrows and much
success on you new
journey. Congratula-

tions on your gradua-

tion!

XO Love Always,

Mom & Dad XO

Erik Miller

Lisa - Thank you for every-

thing you have done for me.

Love Ya and I will miss you

and your homework help!

Love, Lynn(ie)

Lisa Peterson
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Crystal,

We are very proud of you! You

have come a long way, Congrats.

Go for it! Life has just begun.

Love,

Mom & Matthew
Crystal Walett

Congratulations Rachel!

May all your dreams come
true. We are proud of you.

Love,

Mom, Dad & Kerri

xoxoxoxo
Rachel Giagrando

Jenna,

Congratulations, you made it! You are a wonderful

daughter, so kind and thoughtful! Always thinking

of others before yourself. You're a loyal friend and

unique person. I'm going to miss all the one on one

times with you, especially the Chinese restaurant

times and all the grocery shopping trips. I am so

proud of the person you have become. Thank you for

sharing so much with me. May all your dreams come
true.

Love You Always,

Mom

Jenna Fencer

Pinkie

You are a good girl.

You are a smart girl.

We love you.

Mom, Dad, and Adam

Jaimie Mueller
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Danielle Grimbilas

Danielle,

I'm so proud of my girl. You can

accon^plish anything in life that you

set your mind to. You're not just my
daughter but my best friend! I love

you with all my heart. Dad loves you
so much. Hope your graduation day

is special-it should be.

Love always. Mom and Dad
Danielle Grimbilas

Congratulations

To our King of Hearts,

Donnie Biillockl

The future is all yours.

Go for it!

Love, Nana & Pop
Donnie Bullock

Donnie, it seems like this was

only yesterday! No matter

where you go or what you do,

we will always be proud of

you. Congratulations! You

made it!

Love, Mom & Dad
Donnie Bullock
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Congratulations Lindsay!

With Love,

Mom and Dad

Lindsay Woods

Troy,

No matter where

life's journey takes

you.

The mountains you
climb

The obstacles that

confront you
You will always be

loved for what you

are.

A warm, caring

person with high

ideals

Who thinks and

feels

And has so much to

give...

Love Mom & Dad

Troy Whitman

^ I \,
.

Katie Elizabeth,

We are very proud of you! You
have always known what you
want and gone for it ...congratu-

lations on a job well done!

Follow your dreams and be

happy!

Love, Mom, Dad, & Joe

Katie Petrillo

Rob,

To a great son.

We are so proud of you.

You are a great kid.

Keep up the good work.

Congratuations,

Love always.

Mom & Dad
Robert Prinele
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VINNIE, SURROUND YOUR LIFE WITH HAPPINESS,
HONESTY, AND NEVER A DULL MOMENT. MAKE
YOUR DREAM COME TRUE. MAY EVERY RING THAT
YOU STEP INTO BRING YOU SUCCESS. LOVE, MOM,
DAD, AND STEPHEN

Vincent Carita

Congratulations Roo on

your graduation day.

Always be true to your-

self. You're a wonderful

daughter and a terrific

person. We're proud of

.•^vyou!

Love, Dad, Mom, Meg
& Molly

Tracy Colter
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Ainsley,

From your first

year of school

to your last...

before heading

out into the

world on your

way, you have

come a long,

long way. Ev-

ery time you

look at

yourself in the mirror, smile at the

person that looks back at you and be

real proud, as proud of you as I am.

With lots of love.

Mom

Ainsley Fest

Derek,

Congratulations! We're so

proud of you!

Love,

Mom & Dad
Derek Wigman

Jules,

The moment you entered

our lives, things became

brighter.

Infect the world with

your sense of humor and

heart of gold.

We are so proud of you

Sunshine!

Love,

Mom, Dad, Jenn, Shell

and Spike
Julie-Ann Ennis
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Maggie,

Congratulations on your

graduation! YouVe come a

long way since "Widdaw
Bend'' in Illinois. The best is

yet to come. You're a terrific

daughter and young
woman. We're very proud

of you!

Love,

Mom, Dad & Laura

Maggie Lakis

Stephanie,

Congratulations! You have gone

through some difficult experiences in

your life. But with those challenges

came a great deal of learning. What I

have come to learn is it has made you a

STRONG, CARING and HONEST
person. You have grown to be a beauti-

ful young woman. We are so proud of

you with everything you have accom-

plished. Don't ever forget how impor-

tant family is and to be yourself. Fol-

low your heart and you can conquer

anything. Most of all be HAPPY.

sf-X-^stLove you a whole bunchies

Mom, Dad, Dereck and Bryan

=f>f-!f-*

Stephanie Varley
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Dear Allison,

Because you always give your

best in every aspect of your life, we
know you will succeed in reaching

your goals.

So remember to "Dream deep, for

every dream preceeds a goal."

WE LOVE YOU!!

Mom, Dad, and Ryan

Allison Cleary

Melissa,

As your

graduation

day quickly

approaches,

we think

back to your

first days of

school,

which seem

like only yes-

terday.

What a joy it has been to watch you grow

into a mature young adult! Keep reaching

for those stars.... and most importantly....

Have fun along the way!!!

Love you always.

Mom & Dad, Dave & Scott, Hoodsie &
Chloe

Melissa Horton
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Ryan

—

No matter where your journey in life takes you-

We will always be there

We believe in you and love you more
Than words can say

—

Remember to keep your family&

friends close to your heart

—

And in whatever you do

—

"Don't just play to win

—

Play because you love the game.

Mom & Dad

Good luck,Ryan. We'll miss the laughs..

Dallas & Taylor

Ryan deOgburn

Deidre,

Reach for the stars! Dare to live your

dreams and never stop striving for what

you want. I'm so proud of you!

We're so proud of you! Love,

Mom, Livvy, Kevin, and Chris

Deidre Manning

Charlie,

We are very proud of you. We
knew^ you could do it. Wish you the

best for the best for the future.

Love,

Mom, Dad, Greg

Charles Sarro

Two little girls and then a boy

We all felt such a sense of joy

Everything went from pink to blue

From dolls to Ninja Turtles and Ghostbusters too

You were my little man, right from the start

From the very first moment, you captured my heart

I've loved you and watched you grow from tall and

lean

Somehow my little man grew into a teen

And now you're ready to spread your wings

And experience the best that life can bring

Wherever you go, whatever you do

Remember our love is always with you.

Love always.

Mom, Dad, Kellyaixne and Kristen

Michael Satmo:'
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PATRICK
We are so very proud of

you anei all that you do.

You have brought so

much happiness into our

li\'es. We've watched

you grow from our little

"Packy" into the special

young man you are

today. Thank you for

being such a great son.

We Love You
Mom and Dad
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BRIGID
You have grown into such

a beautiful young lady,

both inside and out, filling

our lives with joy, laugh-

ter and love. We are so

proud of the person you

are and especially to have

you as our daughter. You
have blessed our lives.

We Love You
Mom and Dad

Brigid and Patrick Cronin

Ai^^M

Jeffrey Warner

Nichole: Having you in our life has

been a wonderful blessing. We wish

you happiness and peace in your life

as you reach for the stars. We will

always be here for you.

Love Auntie and Uncle Kevin

Nichole Connolly
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We're So Proud!

We are so proud of you and all your accomplish-

ments! Remember wherever life takes you, we will

always be there for you. We love you!

Mom, Dad, and Sisters

Eric Lindstrom

Tyler,

Congratulations! You have worked
hard and we are very proud of you.

May all your dreams come true.

Love, Mom, Dad, Ryan and Brandon

Tyler Agnew

1- il^^^^^^H^HjL^iSft
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M- ill

Congratulations Sweetie, we're proud of

you. Love, Dad and Mary-Beth.

Carrie, the proudest thing I have ever

experienced is being your mom. Con-

gratulations HI' fuzzy. Love, Mom

Carrie Wagner

Lyonqpatulations

v7raduaTGs! 1

fiul
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UIORLD BEAT



U2's humanitarian lead singer Bono visits

Africa and tours Midwestern America to

raise awareness and support for African

AIDS epidemic relief.

Nuclear crisis arises when l\lorth Korean

leader Kim Jong II breaks a 1994 pledge

with the United States not to build

nuclear weapons.

WORLD

U.N. inspectors return to Iraq to investigate

Saddam Hussein's alleged production of

weapons of mass destruction.

UJ O R L D Ul O R L D lU O R L D

Ahmad Al-Rubayhi/Getty Images



The Miss World beauty

pageant leaves Nigeria

after Islamic fundamentalist

protest groups kill more

than 100 people.

In Venezuela, an opposition

strike demanding President

Hugo Chavez's resignation

paralyzes the country's oil

exports and turns to bloodshed

as Chavez supporters retaliate.

The oil tanker Prestige
*

spills more than 5 million.!-

gallons of oil oft the ?

northwestern coast of

Spain before splitting In

two and sinking.

Former U.S. President Jimmy Carter

receives the Nobel Peace Prize for his

decades of work (or peace, democracy

and human rights worldwide.



piff- subpoenaed to testify before a

fachusetts grand jury about sex abuse

IQ Catholic priests, embattled Boston

nard Law resigns.

fUTH
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lement the Amber

Alert System

interstate signs, leading to the recovery

of dozens of children nationwide.

RATIORAL

N For weeks in October, alleged snipers

John Muhammad and Lee Boyd Malvo

terrorize Washington, D.C., Maryland and

Virginia, randomly killing 10 people and

injuring three others.

^ The space shuttle Columbia breaks apart on

reentry into the Earth's atmosphere, killing

all seven astronauts aboard.

Peter Cosgfove/AP/Wide World Photos

ATlOnAL RATIOnAL HftTlu

riiittle Wluinbia didJ
notreturn safely to

Earth, but we can pray

they are $Mly home."

tilGeorge W.Bush

Gene J. Puskar/Getty Images

On July 28, nine

Pennsylvania coal miners

are rescued after being

trapped for three days in

a mineshaft flooded with

over 70 million gallons

of water.

Getty Images/Arlville

Midterm elections make

history as Republicans, the

party controlling the White

House, gain congressional

seats rather than losing them.

Jotin Partipilo/APMide Worid Photos

Several large corporations

inflate profits while top

executives make off with

millions in accounting

scandals that send shock

waves through global markets.
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^ President Bush signs the Honneland

Security Act, oKicially creating a

Department o( Homeland Security

dedicated to preventing terrorist attacks.

Kovin Lamafquo/fleuIers/U"llov/AFP Pholo/Jiian Batfoto/Cofltlu

r -IT

^ Througliout 2002, Americans search for ways

to recover and rebuild from September 11.

On the one-year anniversary, survivors,

families and friends gather at all three sites

to commemorate the lives lost.

Reed Saxon/APMide Wortd Photos

^ Federal employees from the

Transportation Security Admi

begin screening all checked bSgP
and random passengers at airports

^ The possibility of the United States

vi/aging war against Iraq meets

disapproval both at home and abroad.

(e passes a resolution

Ninth Circuit Court of

ahat recltingJhe.PJedge of



Patients in Florida are the first to receive

tlie VeriChip, a computer chip bearing

personal medical data that is injected into

the forearm.

iMicrosoft's Tablet PC enables users to write

directly on the screen rather than typing on

a keyboard.

-Tablet rC.

A

SCI-TECH

The Journal of the American Medical

Association reports that children who

grow up with pets have a reduced risl<

of developing common allergies.
ALLERGIES

*?

h Italian doctor Severino

Antinori and Raelian scientists

at Clonaid, who believe aliens

created humans, claim to

have produced the first

cloned human. Neither claim

is proven genetically.

and ice storms up and

down the East Coast,

rainstorms in California

and a devastating

December tornado

in IVIississippi.

South Asia, dubbed the

"Asian Brown Cloud,"

threatens the lives of

millions worldwide with

respiratory disease.



^ General Motors introduces the Hy-wire-

a car powered by liydrogen and oxygen

tliat omits heat and water rather than

harmlul exhaust.

The nation's largest outbreak of the

West Wile Virus hits in summer 2002.

The disease is spread by migrating birds

and transmitted by mosquitoes.

The gun turret of the historic Civil War

ironclad USS Monitor is raised from the

floor of the Atlantic Ocean.

V

Anna Palma/Corbls

^ President Bush orders construction of a

system that would defend the United States

from ballistic missile attacks by 2004.

^ The newly discovered hunger hormone

ghrelin is found to play a role in obesity

by regulating what you eat and how much

weight you gain.



^ The U.S. Education Department reports that

average geography scores of the nation's

fourth and eighth graders, while low, have

improved from 1994.

^ Ellula introduces HotAir Speakers,

a set of battery-powered, inflatable

speakers that are small enough to

fit in your pocket when deflated.

^ The Institute of Medicine

"~""llfes that maintaining

tow requires one hour

[:exercise daily, doubling thf

fevious recommendation.

^ Jewelry designers Le Ann

Carlson and Denise Gaskill

add style to safety with

Lauren's Hope for a Cure

medical ID bracelets.

^ Kmart rejuvenates the

Joe Boxer brand with ads

featuring the dancing Joe

Boxer guy, Vaughn Lowery.



^ Everyone from hot

young movie stars to

aging rocl< stars sports

ttie newest fashion

trend, tiirtiuoise jew/elry,

[tiaudotn Wo(j(l/Caitmf.i PipsvUuIiki

V The cola war puts new

flavors to the test,

including Dr Pepper

Red Fusion, Pepsi Blue

and Vanilla Coke.

^ Krispy Kreme lovers

start a new tradition

by celebrating their

vows with doughnut

wedding cakes.

^ Several co

enhanced with vitamins and other nutrients.



At the 2002 Academy Awards, Halle Berry

and Denzel Washington win Best Actress

and Best Actor Oscars. Berry is the first

female African-American to win the award.

EriTERTAinmEnT :v rs "?' w s T /2v ( n f"'

With over 6 million viewers, "The Osbournes" Cp9i^
is the biggest hit in MTV's 21 -year history.

P
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^ Ron, Harry and

Hermione are bacl< to

hitting the books and

battling evil forces in

Harry Potter and the

Chamber of Secrets.

^ "The Bachelor" and

"The Bachelorette" l<eep

millions tuned in to ABC

to see who will receive an

on-air marriage proposal.

^ PBS's "Sesame Street"

introduces the Muppet

Kami, an HIV-infected

orphan, in an effort to

educate young people

worldwide about AIDS.



Cynical Simon Cowell and company stir

up big ratings for Fox's "American Idol"

and big record sales (or winner Kelly

Clarkson, a waitress (rom Texas.

After a two-year hiatus, Leonardo DiCaprio

returns to the big screen with two holiday

blockbusters, Gangs of New York and

Catch Me If You Can.

J Chicago, a film adaptation of the hit

Broadway musical, wins three Golden

Globes, including Best Picture; Musical or

Comedy, and receives 13 Oscar nominations.

HBO Films' comedy Heal Women Have

Curves promotes positive self-image with

the dazzling debut of Latin-American

actress America Ferrera.

CBS scores a ratings doubleheader with

a pair of forensic investigation dramas,

"CSI; Crime Scene Investigation" and

"CSl Miami."



Newcomer Norah Jones takes home

five Grammys, including Album of

the Year, for Come Away With Me.

Multi-talented Eminem raps up

five Grammy nominations for The

Eminem S/ioivand big box-office

success in 8 Mile.

music n u s

Rocker Avril Lavigne and other

"anti-Britneys," such as Vanessa

Carlton and Michelle Branch, represenj

the new face of women in music.

%1
^ Spanish trio Las Ketchup

lands a summer hit with

the catchy "Asereje"

aka "The Ketchup Song

{Hey Hah)."

^ R&B newcomer Ashanti

becomes the first artist

since the Beatles to have

three singles from a debut

albumin Billboard's Top -\0

at the same time.

A In April 2002, Lisa "Left Eye"

Lopes, 30, of R&B band TLC,

dies in a car crash on a

Honduran highway.



V In October, legendary

hip-hop DJ Jam Master

Jay ol Run-DMC is shot

and l<ilied In a Queens.

New York, music studio.

V After a six-year

romance. No Doubt's

Gwen StefanI marries

Bush's Gavin Rossdale

In September.

V Country crossover star Shania

Twain hits No. 1 on the Billboard

albums cliart with Up!, a double

CD with every song in both a

pop and country version.

Former Beatles rock legend Paul McCartney

brings in $2 million a night, (or a total o(

$103 million, on the year's top-grossing tour.

tusfll Kalo/Reijlufn/LanUov
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The Strokes, Spin magazine's 2002

Band of the Year, lead a resurgence

of rock 'n' rollers, including The Hives

and The Vines.

Armed with a steady beat and

punk-rock-blues riffs, The White Stripes'

stripped-down rock shines on the highly

acclaimed White Blood Cells.

Alpha-Mark Allan/Globe Photos

Alan Jackson's triple-platinum album

Drive wins five Country Music Association

Awards and is named the USA Today

No.1 country album of 2002.

Nirvana, the famed grunge band's

long-awaited greatest hits album,

features "You Know You're Right,"

the last recording Kurt Cobain made

before his 1994 suicide.



Dallas Cowboy running back Emmitt Smith

breaks Walter Payton's 16,727-yard mark

to become the MFL's all-time leading rusher

The Detroit Red Wings capture the 2002

NHL Stanley Cup over the Cinderella

Carolina Hurricanes. It's a record ninth

cup for retiring coach Scotty Bowman.

Rictiard_Cajson/ReuJer5/l,afldav.

N Serena and Venus Williams continue to

dominate women's tennis, becoming the

first sisters to be ranked I\lo.1 and No. 2

in the world. SISTERS



^ LPGA pro Annika Sorenstam, after a

record-setting 13-win 2002 season

worlriwide. accepts an invitation to play

ttie Colonial tournament on ttie men's

2003 PGA Tour

The Ohio State Buckeyes beat the heavily

favored Miami Hurricanes in double overtime

to win the BCS National Championship.

The 31-24 victory is the school's first

national football title since 1968.

The new sport of SlamBall takes

basketball to the extreme on a specially

designed court with four trampolines in

front of each hoop.

V m

^ Skateboarding reaches new popularity

heights thanks to the high visibility

of the X Games and the "Tony Hawk's

Pro Skater" video game series.

^ Surfing welcomes a tidal wave of women
to the sport after receiving a Hollywood

endorsement in the popular summer flick

Blue Crush.



The sports wortd loses two legends-

baseball's "Splendid Splinter" Ted

Williams and Johnny Unitas, one of

football's greatest quarterbacks.

Zacarais Moussaoui, widely believed

to be the 20th hijacker, goes on trial

for his involvement in the September 11

terrorist attacks.

Martha Stewart faces charges of illegal stock

trading after former Imclone president Sam

Waksal allegedly tips her off regarding the

company's demise.





PATRICK ADAMS • HEATHER ADLER • TYLER AGNEW • MICHAEL
AHLSTEDT.SEANALLEN«BRIANARCHIBALD.ANTHONYBAGNI.YASMIN

BAIG • CORINNE BAKER • KEVIN BAKER • CHARLES BARACCHINi • STEPHEN
BARBUTO.ANDREWBARRON.JULIEBARROWS.DAVIDBARRY.HEATHERBARRY.

MATTHEWBEAN.PHILLIPBELCHER.KEVINBELL.JENNABELTRAMINI.DAVIDBENDER
•MICHAEL BENDER • KEITH BENVIE • RYAN BERGERON . ANTHONY BERNARDI • CASEY

BETHAY.JARED BETTERS. NANCYBLOOMQUIST.JENNIFER BORDEN. NICHOLAS BOTELHO.
ANDREW BOULEY.JAMESBOWEN. KAREN BOWEN. KENNETH BOYER.ALEXANDRABRADSHAW.

ELIZABETH BRADY. PAUL BRIGGETTE. KATHLEEN BRODERICK. BRUCE BROWN. MICHAEL BRUSO.
BENJAMINBRYANT.DONALDBULLOCK.ADRIENNEBUMP.AMANDABURKE.MACKENZIEBURKE.MACAELA

BURNET . AMY CAFARELLA . ETHAN CALDWELL • KABRIN CALIRI • JILLIAN CALNAN • ALISON CARBONARA .

VINCENT CARITA.JESSIECARON. CLINT CARSON. ETHAN CASE. JESSICA CASEY. RYAN CATRAMBONE. ELENA
CERRAI.TANYACHAFE.FAYECHURCHILL
. AMANDA CLANCY . MICHAEL CLARK •

SEANCLARK.ALLISONCLEARY.VICTORIA
CLOYES . KIMBERLY COEN . MICHAEL
COHEN . TRACY COLTER . KRYSTEN
CONBOY . NICOLE CONNOLLY .

CHRISTOPHER CONNORS . MARGARET
CONNORS. ALEXIS CONROY. CHRISTINA
COOK.KEVINCOREY.JONATHANCORLEY
. TODD COSTA . ROBERT COSTANZO .

RONALD COULSTRING . WILLIAM
COVENEY . DENNIS CRAM . HEATHER
CROMWELL . BRIGID CRONIN • PATRICK
CRONIN . COREY CUMMINGS . LYNDSAY
CUMMINGS . CHRISTOPHER CURRIE .

JOSEPH CUSHMAN . LARISSA D'SOUZA .

KATIE DAHLEN . JAMES DAKIN . KELLY
DALTON.JENNIFERDARGIN.STEPHANIE
DAVENPORT . CHRISTOPHER DAVIS .

JESSICA DAVIS.LAURA DAVIS. STEPHEN
DAY . CATHERINE DEALY . CHRIS
DECKELMANN . CJ DEEGAN . GRACE
DENNISON.RYANDEOGBURN.BETHANY
DEOLIVEIRA . EMILY DERBY . GARRETT
DEVER.ELIZABETHDIAS.KACIEDIETRICH
.SHAMUSDIGGIN.MICHAELDIGIOVANNI.
STEPHANIE DIGNAN . JASON DOHERTY .

ANTHONY DONNELLY . CURTIS
DONNELLY . ASHLEY DONOHUE . SEAN
DONOVAN . DUSTIN DOUCET • LISA

DRUMMEY. LISA DUNSTAN . COURTNEY
DWYER . KERRI EDSON . CURTIS
EDWARDS.DANIELEGAN.MICHAELEGAN
. ANGELA ELLIOT . ANGELA ELLIS •

BRENDAN EMBERG . KRISTI EMERSON .

STEPHANIEENEMARK.JULIEANNENNIS.
DANIEL EPPICH • KIMBERLY ERWIN .

JOSHUA EVERETT . ALYSSA FALCO .

MICHAEL FARINA . JENNA FENCER .

MICHAELFENCER.DOMINICFERRANTE.
AINSLEY FEST . JUSTINA FINOCCHI .

ROBERT FIRLOTTE . SEAN FITZGERALD .

JAMIEFLAHERTY.COLLEENFLYNN.SEAN
FLYNN.AMANDAFOLEY.BRENNAFORDE
. CATHERINE FORDE • MATTHEW
FORREST.DANAFOWLER.JEFFREYFOX.
MICHAEL FREDERICKSON . MICHAEL
JAMIE MARCUS . WILLIAM MARSH . JENNIFER MARTIN
MCARDLE . STACY MCAULIFFE . JACK MCCARTHY

FREER . ROBERT FRIZZELL . CHERYL
FROIO.AMANDAFROST.JESSICAFUCILLO
. IRIS GALLAGHER . DAVID GALLANT .

LINDSAY GARUTI . PHILLIP GAUTHIER .

KRISTIN GERAGHTY . RACHEL
GIAGRANDO . NICOLE GILL . MARCUS
GLYNN . ROBERT GOBELL . NICOLE
GODFREY.DANIELLEGOODINE.KRISTINE
GORDON . MARK GORDON . CHRISTINE
GORMAN . DEBRA GRAHM . KOREY
GRANEY.KIMBERLYGRAY.JACQUELINE
GRIECO . ANDREA GRIFFIN . DANIELLE
GRIMBILAS . EMILY GROTT . ROBERT
GUILFORD . CHRISTOPHER GUILFOY .

SCOTT HAGGERTY • JAMES HALL •

KATELYN HART.NICOLEHART.RACHAEL
HAUDENSCHIELD • MATTHEW
HEALY-BAKER.MONICAHEBERT. KERRI
HEFFEL . CHRISTOPHER HELTON .

KRISTIN HIGGINS . MICHAEL HIGGINS .

DENNISHILL.SHAWN HILLIER.BRYNNE
HOLLAND . JEREMY HOLMAN . MELISSA
HORTON.TARAHOSTN I K.SEANHOWARD
. MICHAEL HURLEY . MARGUERITE
INSOLIA . KRYSTLE JENKINS . JESSE
JENNINGS-RAMPSI • TANYA JEROME .

CAROLINEJOHNSON.JOSHUAJOHNSON.
KATHRYNJOHNSON.JESSICAJOHNSTON
.HARRY JONES. ALYSSA JULIANI. JOHN
JUNIOR.ALLISON KAENEMAN. EDWARD
KAENEMAN . SEAN KANE . KATHRYN
KEELY. MEGHAN KELLY. CHRISTOPHER
KENT . MATTHEW KIDD . KATELIN
KILGALLON • LAUREN KILNAPP • RYAN
KING . STEVEN KLEPPER . JOSHUA
LABRECQUE . MEGHAN LAKIS . SHANNA
LAMBERT . JOSEPH LAMOUREUX .

MEAGHAN LARKIN . NATASHA LAURIA .

DANIEL LAVALLEY . RYAN LAVALLEY .

JASON LEE . PETER LEE . CLIFFORD
LELAND. CHRISTIE LEONARD. ANDREW
LEWIS . ERIC UNDSTROM . DESPINA
LIOUSAS.ADAMLITTLE.JEFFREYLUKER.
JOANNA LYNCH .NICHOLAS MACALUSC
RYAN MAHONEY . PAUL MALONEY .

DEIDRE MANNING • ALBERT
MARCHIONNE . CATHERINE MARCONI .

SARAH MAURATH . MICHAEL MAYOTT . ANTHONY
KATE MCCARTHY . EMILY MCCOY . HEATHER

MCDONOUGH . JOHN MCGOURTY . KEVIN MCGRATH . KATRINA MCMAHON • SHAYNA MELBERG
THOMAS MELUCCI . GINA MEROLLI • RACHAEL MICHAUD . ERIK MILLER . JAIMIE MUELLER .

MYLES MUELLER • BRYAN MUISE . JESSICA MULHERN . RYAN MULHERN . KATIE MULLIN .

AMANDA MULLONEY . JOHN MURPHY . KELLEN MURPHY . LAUREN MURPHY . KAMI
MUZZI . LIZA NAPOLI . SHELLY NELSON . WILLIAM NELSON . DEREK NERSESSIAN .

BRIAN NEVINS . TYLER NEWELL . JEFFERY NGUYEN .RYAN NICOTRI . LYNDA
NOYES . KELLY O'CONNELL . CAITLIN O'HARA . DAVID O'KEEFE . JARROD
O'LEARY . ALYSSA O'MALLEY . SARAH O'NEIL . STEPHANIE OPACHINSKI .

KIMBERLY ORCUTT • ROBERT ORLANDO . NATHAN PALMER .

TIMOTHY PARKER . ERIC PARKS . MATTHEW PECKHAM .



ANTHONY PERROTTA .LISA PETERSON . KATIE PETRILLO • JOSHUA
PIERCE . TYLER PILOTTE • DANIEL PLATZ • ERICA POLLEYS • JENNIFER

POLYCHRONOPOULOS • RYAN POTTER . MATTHEW PRESCOTT . ROBERT
PRINGLE • JOSEPH PROCTOR • JOSHUA PROUTY • KRISTEN RABUFEni • CATRINA

RANTALA. KYLE RASH. AMBER RASHAWN. AMY REARDON. ASHLEY REDDY. DENNIS
REDDY.MATTHEWREID.JENNIFERRICCUBRITTANYRILEY.TRISTANRILEY.WILUAMRILEY.

MEGHAN ROBINSON.MICHAELROGERS.RYANROSS.SAMUELROTHHAAR. HEATHER ROWELL.
MICHAELSALMON. AMANDA SALVATORE. STEVEN SANDA. SARA SANDERSON. DANIEL SANFORD.

CHARLES SARRO . DOMINIC SARRO • SCOTT SAWLER • TRACY SAWTELLE . JILL SCANLAN . KATELYN
SCHMUTTENMAER . RENEE SCHNEIDER . BRYN SCHOCKETT. RACHELL SCHOLL. HALLIE SCOTT . MARGARET
SELTER.RITASHAFFER.STACIESHEDD.ERINSHEEHY.DANIELLESHERMAN.CRISTENSHUSTER.COLLEENSILVA.
KEVIN SILVEY . MATTHEW SIMEONE . RYAN SIMPSON . APRIL SINGLEY • DAVID SJOSTEDT • NATHAN SKERRITT

•

BRENDAN SKERRY . HEATHER SMITH . RIPER . STACY VARITIMOS . STEPHANIE
LUCAS SMOLIC . JENNIFER SOLIMINI . VARLEY.KAITLYNVinORINLALISONVU.
MICHAEL SOUZA.CHARLENE ST CROIX. CARRIE WAGNER . CRYSTAL WALETT •

JENNIFER ST CROIX . JADE STEFFY . ROBERT WALSH . JEFFREY WARNER •

NICOLESTONE.JEFFREYSTOWELL.LUKE EVANWEBER.KEVINWHEALAN.HILLARY
SULLIVAN . TIMOTHY SULLIVAN • TODD WHITE.TROYWHITMAN.DEREKWIGMAN
SULLIVAN . ANDREW SYRIALA . SARAH . NICOLE WILLIAMSON . KELLIE
TANNENBAUM . ADAM TAYLOR . BRIAN WITHERELL . HEATHER WIHERMAN .

TAYLOR . GREGORY TEICH . DEANNA MITCHELL WOJTASINSKI • CHRISTINE
TEMPRO. DAVID THOMPSON. CHARLES WOLL . LINDSAY WOODS . SCOTT
TINKHAM . ALEXANDER TODOROVIC . WOODWARD.WILLIAMWOOL.REBECCA
SHAUN TORREY . EMILY TYLER • MARK YEATON.EMMAYOUNG.LINDSAYYOUNG
UHLj^R.LYNSEYVACCHINO. SEAN VAN . JOHN ZAGRODNY . KYLAH ZEOLI .

LINDSEY ZINKEVICZ . PATRICK ADAMS .

HEATHER ADLER . TYLER AGNEW •

MICHAELAHLSTEDT.SEANALLEN.BRIAN
ARCHIBALD .ANTHONY BAGNI . YASMIN
BAIG . CORINNE BAKER . KEVIN BAKER •

CHARLES BARACCHINI . STEPHEN BARBUTO . ANDREW BARRON •

JULIE BARROWS . DAVID BARRY • HEATHER BARRY • MATTHEW
BEAN . PHILLIP BELCHER . KEVIN BELL • JENNA BELTRAMINI •

DAVID BENDER .MICHAEL BENDER . KEITH BENVIE . RYAN
BERGERON . ANTHONY BERNARDI . CASEY BETHAY .

JARED BETTERS . NANCY BLOOMQUIST . JENNIFER
BORDEN . NICHOLAS BOTELHO . ANDREW BOULEY
. JAMES BOWEN • KAREN BOWEN . KENNETH BOYER.
ALEXANDRA BRADSHAW . ELIZABETH BRADY . PAUL

I BRIGGETTE . KATHLEEN BRODERICK . BRUCE BROWN •

MICHAEL BRUSO . BENJAMIN BRYANT . DONALD BULLOCK .

CONBOY . NICOLE CONNOLLY .

CHRISTOPHER CONNORS . MARGARET
CONNORS . ALEXIS CONROY
CHRISTINA COOK . KEVIN COREY
JONATHAN CORLEY • TODD COSTA

ADRIENNE BUMP. AMANDA BURKE. ROBERT COSTANZO . RONALD
MACKENZIE BURKE. MACAELA BURNET COULSTRING . WILLIAM COVENEY
. AMY CAFARELLA . ETHAN CALDWELL . DENNIS CRAM . HEATHER CROMWELL
KABRIN CALIRI . JILLIAN CALNAN . BRIGID CRONIN . PATRICK CRONIN
ALISON CARBONARA . VINCENT CARITA COREY CUMMINGS . LYNDSAY
. JESSIE CARON . CLINT CARSON . CUMMINGS . CHRISTOPHER CURRIE
ETHAN CASE . JESSICA CASEY . RYAN JOSEPH CUSHMAN. LARISSA D'SOUZA
CATRAMBONE. ELENA CERRAI. TANYA KATIE DAHLEN • JAMES DAKIN . KELLY
CHAFE . FAYE CHURCHILL . AMANDA . DALTON . JENNIFER DARGIN
CLANCY . MICHAEL CLARK . SEAN STEPHANIE DAVENPORT
CLARK . ALLISON CLEARY . VICTORIA CHRISTOPHER DAVIS . JESSICA DAVIS
CLOYES . KIMBERLY COEN . MICHAEL LAURA DAVIS • STEPHEN DAY
COHEN . TRACY COLTER . KRYSTEN CATHERINE DEALY . CHRIS
DECKELMANN . CJ DEEGAN . GRACE DENNISON . RYAN DEOGBURN . BETHANY DEOLIVEIRA • EMILY DERBY .

GARRETT DEVER . ELIZABETH DIAS . KACIE DIETRICH . SHAMUS DIGGIN . MICHAEL DIGIOVANNI .

STEPHANIE DIGNAN . JASON DOHERTY . ANTHONY DONNELLY • CURTIS DONNELLY . ASHLEY
DONOHUE . SEAN DONOVAN . DUSTIN DOUCET . LISA DRUMMEY . USA DUNSTAN . COURTNEY
DWYER . KERRI EDSON . CURTIS EDWARDS .DANIEL EGAN . MICHAEL EGAN . ANGELA
ELLIOT . ANGELA ELLIS • BRENDAN EMBERG . KRISTI EMERSON . STEPHANIE ENEMARK

• JULIEANN ENNIS • DANIEL EPPICH . KIMBERLY ERWIN . JOSHUA EVERETT .

ALYSSA FALCO • MICHAEL FARINA . JENNA FENCER . MICHAEL FENCER .

DOMINIC FERRANTE . AINSLEY FEST . JUSTINA FINOCCHI . ROBERT
FIRLOTTE . SEAN FITZGERALD . JAMIE FLAHERTY . COLLEEN FLYNN .

SEAN FLYNN . AMANDA FOLEY . BRENNA FORDE . CATHERINE
FORDE . MATTHEW FORREST . DANA FOWLER . JEFFREY FOX
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